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INTRODUCTION.

rhe Parliament which was elected in 1915 ran

ourse i" the accompaniment of profiteering and

lack-n nting

Willi rhe close of the Great War unemploy-

ment, which during the war was infinitesimal,

>sume big proportions, and the

returned soldiers found that, the solemn pledj

notwithstanding, they were not secure from unem-
ployment, and they considerably swelled the ranks

of th*' unemployed.
The discontent consequent upon the abovt

phenomena was such that, despite the frantic efforts

of the Government and the Unionist Tarty to raise

false issues, in the new Parliament elected on

the roth March. rO,20, the South African

I. ..hour Party was returned with a membership ot

twenty-one; and, for the first time in its history,

found itself in a position to influence legislation.

The (i ivernment, realising the temper of the

country, immediately introduced measures for the

limitation of runs and profiteering.

An effort by the South African Labour Party
to bring before Parliament the question of unem-
ployment failed, the Speaker ruling that the matter
was not of sufficient public importance.

rhe pressure which was brought 10 hear upon
the Government by the Labour Movement, political
and industrial, forced it to announce a Commission
to enquire into and report upon the following
matters :

—
1 . I he ••xient of unemployment ; the cause

this unemployment ; and the best method of dealing
v. iih th*- sat



2. The best means of preventing the present

influx from the country districts to the larger

centres of population of persons without skilled

training.

3. The question referred to in Paragraphs 134

and 135 of the Report of the Low Grade Mines
Commission, 1920, reading as follows :

—
" 134. It is of course open to question whether it

is wise to aim at an increase in the number of

natives from beyond our borders,, except as a tem-
porary measure, rather than to devise steps by which
the importation of natives could be diminished and
in time avoided. It must, we think, be admitted that

it is a healthier condition for the State to find within
its own limits all the labour it requires for its indus-
tries. In the Union we have the spectacle of an
increasing shortage of native labour and an increas-
ing number of poor whites who cannot earn sufficient

for their needs. As this question is outside our terms
of reference, the Commission has not investigated the
employment of whites and natives in other general
industrial occupations, but it is ofcvious that the
condition we are in will probably get worse rapidly
as the result of the non-existence of any definite
policy."

"135. It is also questionable whether the employment
of natives in every industry for doing all the rough
unskilled work is sound, whether the native himself
is being benefited by being thus utilised and thrown
into industrial and social conditions which unsettle
bim and for which he does not appear well fitted., and
whether it would not be better to embark upon a
policy whereby the activities of the native can be
confined more and more largely to agricultural and
rural pursuits, leaving the more strictly urban indus-
trial occupations to whites. Such a policy would
mean a revolution in our present-day outlook and
relations and, if it were adopted, it would be neces-
sary to embark very gradually on the necessary
changes, so as to avoid disaster. There are also
advocates of the policy of confining the activities of
natives entirely to pursuits amongst their own
people."

4. The possibility of instituting insurance
against unemployment. (This has not yet been
reported upon.)



The Labour Part) was offered a seat on the

Commission, and n^ Parliamentary caucus selected

me a.s its representative.

llit- Commission was appointed on the 20th

September, 1920, and reports were submitted in

terms of reference Nos. 1. 2 and 3 in March, 1921,

May, 1921, and January, 1022, respectively.

1 felt that the dutv of a Commissioner was to

probe to Ehe depths of the problem and to submit
Ids honest conclusions, however unpopular and
unacceptable they may I)*-. I found myself, th<

tore, constrained to submit three minority reports.

Although conscious of the imperfections ol

these reports, I thought thai a good deal of the in-

formation gathered and the proposals made ma
helpful to those who are interested in economic
problems, and may prove useful in fashioning
public opinion on these questions. I therefore

decided to collate these reports, with such additions
and revisions as might be necessary and desirable.

and to send it forth in book form to a wider circle

than can be reached by blue books.
The recent strike on the Witwatersrand

resulted in the proclamation of Martial Law on the

loth March, 11,22, and disturbances followed. Dur-
ing that disturbing period 1 was, without any
charge, imprisoned for a period of sixteen da
being released on the 29th March. 102.2. Theie-

-, for 'several months as was also the case
from the beginning of February to the tOth March

the greater par' of my time was occupied in the

ll defence of many i)\ the sinkers. These
events dela) el my project.

The defeat of the workers b\ the Chamber ol

Mines has accentuated unemployment and has
strengthened the views put forward by me in the
minority reports.

I he fear which I expressed in March. 1921,
that tor the purposes of securing cheaper labour
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the mining industry, not content with importing

further cheap native labour into the Union, would

seek to replace many of its white employees by

cheap native labour, has proved to be the case.

The ratio of 8.2 natives for every white em-
ployee on the mines has been increased to a ratio

of 10.5 natives for every white employee on the

mines, resulting in the displacement of something
like 5,000 European labourers.

The reduction in wages, which on the admis-

sion of the " Rand Daily Mail "—a protagonist of

the Chamber of Mines—is now, in many instances,

below the 1914 standard, and the adoption of the

policy of the Chamber of Mines by certain sections

of the employing class, and by the Johannesburg
Town Council, has not only prejudicially affected

the workers, but has had a serious effect on the

commercial community resulting in wholesale bank-
ruptcies. The control of credit by private banking
institutions has contributed to this result. I have,
therefore, decided not to postpone the publication
of this book any longer.

Whatever may be the antagonism to the objec-
tive outlined by me in this book, the realisation of
which alone can result in the abolition of unem-
ployment, the lessons of the past few months will

impel, not only the workers, irrespective of race,

but also the struggling middle classes to support
the early carrying- into effect of some of the
measures which I have advocated in this book.

The time is opportune for those who are
opposed to the dominance of High Finance to
co-operate to secure the early enactment of the
following measures :

—
1. The State control and ownership of the

mineral resources of this country.
This principle, although* flouted by the

Government during the recent Rand struggle, has
since been publiclv advocated bv General Smuts.



who, addressing an audience in Rhodesia on \fon

da) , the 14th August, 1922, stated :

" I have, however, this fe< ling nirly, thai

if ever you are to come into the Union, which
qn and j oureel

ide, a determined « -ff« »rt must l><- made in bui

n 1 1 r< »1 of the

iiiin ral i BOUrCtt
I don't think the Chartered Company a in

any way unfair in the • A its Undou
rights, but that 1- 1 testion. The quest

La whether il ia qo1 possible f'>r the Governmenl
thia country to use its mines and minerals as more
powerful instruments for the development >>f the
country, whether they would not be in a position t<

use them more effectively, to foster and give then
-•incut than if they were owned by a

private c irporakon."

In connection with t he mining industry, the

prohibition of the importation of contract labour,

the abolition of the indenture labour system, as

well as a check against the uncontrolled power ol

the mining houses to close down mines, should
form immediate steps towards tie- carrying into

effect of this policy.

2. S ntrol <>\ credit, by the establishn
of a State Bank.

3. State shipping.

4. State agricultural colonies tor the absorp-
tion of those of the unemployed who are willing

and who may beco ne fitted to return to the land.

5. A reduction in the hours of labour as

means ol absorbing the unemployed.

I commend these proposals to the serious con-

sideration Of the people of South Africa, and I

Send forth this book as .some small, but hour-.'.

contribution to the study of the economic problems
v hich confront this eotintrv.



CHAPTER I.

UNEMPLOYMENT.

Unemployment is a spectre which haunts the

home of every worker. *In South Africa, as else-

where, large numbers of the population to-day lind

themselves unemployed, not because they are un-

willing to work, but because they cannot get any
work ro do. It is a problem which is not singular

to South Africa; it is common to wealthy America,
as to impoverished India; to victorious England,
as to vanquished Germany ; to countries deluged
with paper currency, as to America with its abund-
ance of gold dollars; to the land where labour is

cheap, as to the land where labour is comparatively
well paid; to the countries which have been im-

poverished by the war, as to those which have been
enriched by the war ; to the lands which have been
devastated, as to those which have remained
untouched by the war. Nor is it a growth of yes-

terday. The history of the nineteenth century and
of the industrial revolution which had its impetus
in the French Revolution, discloses the fact that it

has been present to a lesser or greater degree at

all times.

* No reliable conclusions can be arrived at as to the
extent of unemployment in the Union. The figures avail-
able for the most part apply to the urban centres. These
figures are not conclusive, as many who are unemployed
have not registered at all, while others have been regis-
tered on various occasions. The extent of unemployment
fluctuates, so that statistics available for one month may
be quite inapplicable for a subsequent month.
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Whilst i ertain factors may contribute to accen-

tuate it. they do not account for it. Whilst other

ors may temporaril) alleviate it. they do nol

cure it. A centur) of social reforms lias left tin-

problem as acute and as clamant for solution as it

has ever been. Short-sightedness might encoui

i superficial survey and the suggestion o( a fev

palliatives; but the en is not for palliatives, but

for a cure. The avoidance <>f unpopular views,

and of an analysis fraught with unpleasant truths,

may commend itself to those \\h<> do not desire

disturb <>ur present-day arrangements. No one,

however, who i^ prepared to take a long view, and
who earnestly desires to grapple with the problem,
can content himself with superficialities. He
must carry his research much deeper if he is to

over tlie cause of the u nemploy ment and the

remedy therefor.

Nor is the search to be avoided or abandoned
because, in the course of it, we may light upon the

terrible truth that the disease is not a mere passing
malady due to extraneous factors, bul a malignant
growth which has its origin in, and is due to, n

ed inherent in our [in-sent system.

II



CHAPTER II.

ALLEGED CAUSES.

L—THE WAR.

It is claimed by many that in the war from

which the world is painfully emerging, and in the

problems resulting therefrom, is to be found the

main cause for the present unemployment. It is

true that during the war millions of men were with-

drawn from useful industry in order to kill each

other, and millions were withdrawn from useful

industry in order to provide wealth for destruction,

and for maintaining those millions who were
engaged in the process of destruction.

The potential wealth of the different warring
nations was pledged to a minority, insignificant in

their numbers, but colossal in their influence and
power, who provided the credit for these destructive

purposes. Unlike the men, chiefly drawn from the

working classes, who went voluntarily or by com-
pulsion to make the supreme sacrifice for a mere
pittance, the financiers insisted upon the future

credit of the different countries being pledged to

them for the repayment of the loans and for the
payment of interest.

It may be that the wild orgy of hatred and
dissension through which the world has just passed,
involving the destruction of millions of able-bodied
beings and of untold wealth, is a factor which has
intensified the unemployment evil. The destruc-
tion of valuable markets in the Central Empires
may have accentuated unemployment in the other

12



payment ol im]

indemnities and required reparation may still

further increase the extenl of unemployment in the

ditor countries. But, on the other hand, it must

n >t be overlooked thai the war itself affords start

ling evidence of the extent to which unemployment
was ra npant before its outbreak.

II. PRE W \K UNEMPLOYME N 1 .

I he war itself i> evidi nee that there must have

been millions of human beings who were either

totally <>r partially unemployed before. Som<
iln-v were di recti) drawn into the armies ol

d< structii n ; others into the industrial armies which
. ded the means of destruction and the means

ol life for the soldiers and sailors and theii

dependents. Large numbers musl have been
actually withdrawn from useful industry for thi

purposes, although they may have been replaced

by a proportion of the unemployed army.
The fact that during the world carnage millions

of workers w<-re killed or maimed to such an extent

as to entirely withdraw them from competition for

jobs in the industrial held should have tended to

decrease rather than increase unemployment. Tak-
ing into consideration tin- population of the Union,
this fact is also true of South Africa.

Just before the outbreak of the world war
industrial conditions had reached such an acute

ge that the wage-earners were facing the employ-
ing classes in a i_

rrim determination to come to i^rips

with an industrial system which on the one hand
secured to a small section of the community not

only tin- necessaries of life, hut also the opportunity
pending their lives in wasteful luxury and idle-

ness, and ensuring similar conditions for their

heirs; on tin- other hand, subjected the w.

earners and large sections of the smaller middle



classes to lives of penury and drab insecurity. In

marked contrast to the idle rich who were unem-
ployed, because they had been freed from the need
to work, a large army of unemployed had been
created, who were idle because they could not get

the. work to do.

During the war period beautiful ideals were
being preached to the masses of a better world ; and
the ruling classes were expressing their determina-

tion to make their respective countries " homes fit

for heroes." The sod had hardly been turned on
the unknown graves of the soldiers when the

welkins are being made to ring by these very same
ruling classes with the cry to get back to pre-war
conditions.

Assuming that it were possible to get back to

pre-war conditions, when wages were lower, the

hours of employment were longer, and the standard
jf life of the masses unworthy of the state of society

ivhich calls itself civilised, the question which still

confronts one is : Would such a retracing of our
steps, in breach of the most solemn pledges, solve,

or very appreciably alleviate, the unemployment
problem ?

III.—PRE-WAR STATISTICS.

Apart from the evidence which the carrying on
o: the war itself provided as to pre-war unemploy-
ment, statistics provide ample evidence of such.
According to a chart compiled from the official

statistics for a period from i860 to 1910, Professor
Pigou shows that unemployment in the United
Kingdom among trade unionists alone ranged from
2 per cent, to as much as 10 per cent. Only once
was a lower figure reached, namely, during the
'seventies of the last century; and, taken for a

number of years, the average unemployment in the
United Kingdom among trade unionists amounted

14



to 5 per cent, linn, again, it we lake the Off

Census Return for 1900 for the United States ol

America ii discloses the fact that, in 1899, 61468,964

persons, or j.1
.; per cent, oi all workers, were

unemployed for some period of the year.

Whilst no reliable figures are available for

S ith Africa during the pre-war period, evidence

of the increasing unemployment can be found in

the fact that in the year 1913 emigration exceeded

immigration by 1,000 in South Africa. Mr.

Cousins, in the Official Year Book, 1910-18, No. ;.

es the following average from the Cape Labour
Bureau for the years [902-1910, namely :--•

Men asked for by employers ... 2>230

Applications for employment ... 3,155
Men senl to definite employment... 1,461

and in his report for [908 he stan-s that there wi

4,179 applicants for employment, 1,800 of whom
were skilled mechanics, and only 730 vacant

could be filled.

To look to a return to pre-war conditions as a

remedy, or even as a means for the effective reduc-

tion of unemployment, is to hold out false hopes

to the people and to blind ourselves to the lessons

history and to facts which cannot he overlooked
h\ anyone who desires to see.

IV.- HIGH WAGES \\l> REDUCED
HOURS.

rhere is also a tendency to ascribe the present
unemployment to the high wages paid t<> and the
limited hours worked i>y die wage-earners. From
tacts and figures already adduced, it will have been
seen that unemployment was extensive before the
war, although, as is generally accepted, the hours
ot labour were in excess "f what they are to-day.
Where can it he Suggested that the workers were

15



iii receipt of wages before the war which enabled

them to live in a state of affluence? The worker
is to-day not in a better position than he was before

the war.

V.—REAL WAGES IN THE UNION.

The fact is that, if we take the effective wage
into consideration, there has been little, if any,

improvement in wages in South Africa since 1910.

In some towns there has been a slight increase,

whilst in other towns, notably Kimberley and the

Witwatersrand, there has actually been a decrease,

the effective average wage for the Union being
96s. 6d. per week in 1 910 and 96s. per week in 1920.

In the United Kingdom, according to Professor
Rowley, in 1911, 30 per cent, of the wage-earners
earned less than 25s. per week, and even this figure

is, according to the Board of Trade returns, under-
estimated.

No evidence is forthcoming to prove that in

high wages and reduced hours are to be found the
causes for the present unemployment.

16



CHAPTER III.

i III POOR Will l ES.

In addition to the unemployed in the industrial

i>. South Africa is faced with a very serious

problem in the continued increase in the numbers
In- rural population who are either entirel)

unemployed or who are only intermittently 01

partially employed, and at a wage which affords

tht-iii an inadequate means of subsistem e.

There ar»- certain factors which are mainly,

it" not entirely, responsible for unemployment
amongst the rural population, as well as for the

growth in the Union o\ what is known as the " poor
white problem." Such unemployment and this

poor white problem go hand-in-hand, and must be

deall with simultaneously.

Of these factors, some are common to all pro
>sive countries; the most important being the

ownership and control <»f land in private hands.

without any corresponding obligation on the pan
<>t the owners to compensate the community for

such privelej
( »' the other contributory factors, many, such

Irought, pests, lack of railwa) facilities, absence
of markets, and lack of proper educational facili-

ties, are common to many countries. One of the

factors which outvies the others in importance, and
which is singular to South Africa and to such Othei

countries as have a coloured aboriginal population,
is the co-existence alongside of each other of ;i

white and native population, the one civilised and
the other comparatively uncivilised.

17



The " poor white problem," which is, in its

origin, a rural one, but which is extending to the

industrial centres by reason of the continued
" influx from the country districts to the larger

centres of population of persons without skilled

training," has been growing for many years, and

is continuing to increase in seriousness, mainly

owing to the factors indicated, and not to any
temporary economic crisis or to any post-war

eftects.

I.—THE NUMBER OF "POOR WHITES."

Statistics on the subject are very conflicting.

The general trend of the evidence submitted to the

Unemployment Commission leads one to the con-

clusion that in placing the number of " poor
whites " at approximately 120,000 a moderate esti-

mate is being made. This shows an increase of

14,000 since 1916, when, at a conference at Cradock,
the then Minister for Agriculture, in dealing with
the " poor white problem," quoted figures which
put down the number o f" poor whites " at 106,000.

According to the Union Census, the total white
population of the Union in 191 1 was 1,276,242, and
in 1918 it was 1,421,781, showing an increase of

145,539, or roughly 20,800 per annum. Taking
that as an average figure, the white population for

1920 would show an increase of 41,600 over the

1918 figures, or 83,200 over what would, according
to this calculation, have been the white population
in 1916. Taking the "poor whites" at 120,000,
the percentage of " poor whites " to the total Euro-
pean population is 8.3 ; the percentage of the
increase in the " poor whites " to the increase in

the European population for the four years 1916 to

1920 is over 16 per cent.; and for the same period
of four years the percentage in the increase of the
"poor whites" is 11.6 per cent., as against an

18



increase in the total European population of 5.1 per

i ent. only.

The position is thus sufficiently grave to

demand some immediate relief. Without waiting

deal with the inherent causes ol the unemploy-

ment evil, measures can be adopted which will,

immediately, materially mitigate the evil, it not

entirely eradicate it.

11. SOME CONTRIBUTORY FACTORS.

The "poor whites" have been manufactured
l»\ their gradual but continuous divorcement from

the land.

Amongst the minor contributory factors which

have brought about this divorcement is the Roman
Dutch Law of succession whereby estates are

divided amongst the heirs. This lias brought

about an excessive sub-division of land and a multi-

plication of small landowners who have, for divers

reasons, been unable to support themselves on such

land and have either been forced to dispose of it or

have bee. nne so heavily indebted that they have

gradually had the land taken from thein. This in

turn has been largel) brought about by droughts

and pests, by lack of education and training, by
lack of railway facilities, and by lack of markets or

difficulty in getting thereto.

This evil was d.-ah with in the report of the

Transvaal Indigency Commission ^\ 1906 to 1908,

from which it would appear that one of the results

has been that in working a small area of land the

main consideration has been to se< tire the cheapest
labour possible, thereby displacing the white

worker by (heap native labour.

While I agree that lack i^' education has, t,.

some extent, contributed to the present state of

affairs, facilities for education, however desirable,

will not in any way mitigate the position in SO far

19



as the present " poor whites " are concerned. Although

education is very desirable and necessary in the

interests of the rising generation, it will only

result in a great deal of the money expended

thereon being wasted, for while these children live

in a deteriorating environment due to the economic

conditions of their parents, they will not be able

effectually to absorb the education offered to them.

In any case, it will not materially help them to

secure employment, inasmuch as there will always

be, under the present system, competition for jobs

between those whose needs are fewer and those

whose needs are more, the former getting prefer-

ence as they are cheaper, and, therefore, supposedly
more profitable to their employers.

The mere education, therefore, of these

children, without dealing with the main factor of

the problem, may conceivably result in increasing

their needs, consequent upon their education, with-

out increasing their opportunities of obtaining
adequately rewarded avenues of employment.

The two most important contributory factors,

however, are to be found in the presence of the

native population and in the system of land tenure,

which will be considered in the two succeeding
chapters.

20



CHAPTER IV.

I III \.\ I IVE PROBLEM.

I. NIK COLOUR BAR.

\ little more than two centuries ago, in 1717.

South Africa was alread) debating the great prob-

lem whether the development of this country should
In- based more on free European labour or on native

slave labour, and the then Governor and lii.s Coun-
cil, with <>nc exception, decided in favour of slave

labour as being cheaper and more profitable—or,

in modern parlance, more economical. The excep-

tion was Captain Dominique de Chavonnes, who
advocated greater dependence on European labour

and the prohibition of the further importation of

slaves. After the lapse of two centuries, tin- wis-

dom ot the two conflicting policies is still being

canvassed.
Whilst unemployment is inevitable under the

present economic system, it is accentuated in South
Africa, in so far as the white population is con-

1 1 rned, by the existence alongside of each other ot

whites and blacks; of civilised and as vet compara
lively uncivilised people, involving an exception-

ally wide gulf between die highest anc| the lowest

rates of pay, and an equally wide social unit

between tin- corresponding grades and nationalities
of workers. This has inevitably caused an
antagonism between the two sections of workers
which is mainly responsible for die "colour bar,"
legal or conventional, whereb) the white worker is

making desperate efforts in maintain himself in

•Jl



certain avenues of employment, mainly skilled, as

well as another " colour bar," natural, conven-

tional and legal, less often referred to, whereby the

white worker is debarred from other avenues of

employment, mainly semi-skilled and unskilled,

which are open to him in other countries.

The working of this process of exclusion of the

white worker from semi-skilled and unskilled work
becomes more apparent when attention is directed

to what is an axiom, that industry is being worked
for profit. It follows that the lower its working
costs the greater its profits, and to secure this it

naturally searches for what it considers to be the

cheapest labour.

It is necessary to keep in mind the fact that

the worker can live only so long as he finds work,
and can find work only so long as his labour is

profitable to the employer. He is thus, in spite

of all attempts at camouflaging the fact, under the
present economic system, merely a commodity, like

every other article of commerce, and is conse-
quently exposed to all the vicissitudes of competi-
tion and to all the fluctuations of the market.

II.—THE NATURAL BAR.

The employer will—except where he is com-
pelled by the organisation of the workers, or by a

reduction in the competition for jobs—only pay the

worker so much, or rather so little, as will enable
him to subsist. That this is so is evidenced by the
fact that practically all discussions as to wages
centre round " cost of living " figures. It follows
that where two classes of workers find themselves
in competition, the worker who requires more for

his subsistence will be ousted by the worker who
requires less from such work as can be performed
b) the cheaper worker (the cheapest labour being
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capitalist's desideratum). Such is the natural

bai against the white worker.

Ill, I Ml. CONVEN I IONAL BAR.

The pay of the native labourer, which is totally

inadequate to enable a white man to live decently,

has also resulted in the white man looking down
upon what he has grown t<> consider a " Kaffir

job," thereby also creating a conventional bar

against himself.

IV. I Ml-. LEG \l. BAR.

\- a further handicap the Legislature has, in

the interests of the employer, sanctioned an inden-

ture labour system, and has enacted that the breach

<>i his contract In an indentured native shall con-

stitute a criminal offence (vide the Native Labour
Regulations Act. [911), thus encouraging the use

of indentured labour in preference to tree labour,

and encouraging the continuance of the recruiting

system, which, according to the Low Grade Mines
Commission's Report, para! 229, emails greal

expei

I he effect has been that, as slated, inter alia,

m para. 134 of the Low Grade Mines Commission's
Report :

" In the Union we have the spectacle ol

an increasing shortage of native labour ami an
increasing number of poor whites who cannot earn
sufficient for their needs/' This is an accentuation
of the spectacle which, perhaps faintly, nevertheless
definitely, was already in evidence two rentu

namely, die poverty of the European colonists
on the one hand and the continued importation ol

slaves on the other hand.

V. TIM" [NDENTURE SYSTEM.
The provisions of the Native Labour Regula-

tions Act, No. 15 of iwi 1, applies to the agricultural



a, to other industries. Section 14 of the said Act

reads :
—

"Any person who

—

(a) Without lawful cause deserts or absents him-
self from his place of employment or fails to enter

upon or carry out the terms of his contract of employ-
ment; or

(b) Wilfully or unlawfully does or omits to do
anything the doing or omission whereof causes or is

likely to cause injury to persons or property ; or

(c) After having entered into an agreement of

service whether oral or in writing with a labour
agent or holder of ah employer's recruiting licence,

and after having received an advance from another
labour agent or holder of an employer's recruiting
licence in consideration of entering upon any other
contract of service before he has completed his term
of service under the first-mentioned agreement, shall

be guilty of an offence and liable on conviction to a

fine not exceeding £10, or, in default of payment, to

imprisonment, with or without hard labour, for a
period not exceeding two months."

This is an incentive to the employer to use
native labour in preference to white labour, as the
law gives him a hold over his native labourer which
he does not possess over the white labourer, who
is only subject to civil damages in the event of a

breach of contract, which remedy, in the majority
oi instances, may prove to be of but little value.

Whilst such legislation virtually converts the
native labour into a slave, it creates unemployment
amongst the white workers. It impoverishes them
and compels them, in the scramble for jobs, to
accept conditions such as cannot enable them to
maintain themselves in civilised standards, and
generally reduces them to a state of economic
slavery.

The evidence submitted to the Unemployment
Commission is overwhelmingly to the effect that
farmers employ native labourers in preference to
white labourers, and that, even where white
labourers are employed, the competition compels
them to accept such pay as forces them to live on
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Kaffir standardsi or to throw up their jobs. The
indenture labour s) stem is unjust to the native and

judicial to the white man, and should b<

ilished. Legislation should be introduced

amending the Native Labour Regulations Act,

1911, so as to put an end to the indenture laboui

system, and n> render a breach »>t' contracl a matter

for civil remedy, thus abolishing the differentiation

in law between the native and white worker.

It is noteworthy thai in this scramble foi

cheapness and profits, evidence is alread) forth-

coming in the (.'ape Province thai the coloured
11 an. whose wants are smaller than those of the

white man. bul greater than those of the ordinan
native, is also becoming unemploj ed in greater and
greater numbers. It has even been stated in evi

dence in the Cape that natives also are finding

difficulty in obtaining employment, and that mam
of them have to travel from farm to farm in search
of jobs, and as their wants increase and the)

approximate more to <>tir so-called civilisation, they
are becoming more dependent upon finding jobs,

and are being reduced—apart from their present
semi statutory slavery to ordinary economic
slavery.

VI. THE RECRU1 I ING SYSTEM.

The indenture system has provided a special

incentive to the policy pursued by the gold-mining
industry of recruiting natives instead of freelv

attracting them by the conditions offered to them.

I he Lou Grade Mines Commission favoured
the gradual abolition of " the costly recruiting sys
tem. which is not always satisfactory," and in

paragraph 228 of its report it states thai :
" It has

given rise in malpractices and is carried on at great
expense. In our opinion the sooner all labour is

voluntary- as opposed to recruiting -the better."



CHAPTER V.

THE LAND AND THE NATIVE PROBLEM.

I.—THE TRIBAL SYSTEM AND ITS
EFFECTS.

Tribalism is the organisation to which the

native in South Africa is accustomed. The tribe

is under the control and leadership of a chief who
is the centre of the tribal life. In striking contrast

to the system of land tenure in vogue among the

European people, the land is regarded by the native

as a common heritage. Each member of the tribe

owes personal allegiance and service to his chief,

"to be performer gratuitously when called upon
in the interests of the chief or the tribe." In

return, however, each member is entitled to main-
tenance from the land which is communally owned.

Their growing needs, the taxes imposed upon
them, and the efforts of recruiting agents, are forc-

ing more and more of the natives into the indus-

trial areas. Unlike the European wage-earner,
however, he only comes to the labour centres for

short periods, and at regular intervals he returns

to his home. The knowledge that upon his return

home he is entitled to maintenance from his tribe's

land makes him economically independent. Despite
this, the natives are graduallv being converted into

ordinary proletaran wage-earners.
For this change in the native's position the

development of industry based on the principle of

private profit, and the consequent demand for cheap
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labour, is largelj responsible. Evidence is pro-

vided by the mosl ardent advocates irate

ownership of land to prove that infringements on

the principle of the common ownership of land is

detrimental to the best interests o tin- natives, and
is breaking down their economic independence.

II. THE EFFECT OF I. VXD ON LABOUR.
making

profit bv having a proper supply <>f cheap labour

interfered with than they advocate that land

should be withheld from use by those whom the)

u ish to secure as lab< >urers.

The West India Royal Commission of 1897,

which inquired, inter alia, into the scarcity ol

labour in the VVesl Indies, in its report found that

one of the causes of the scarcitv of labour was the

^sibilitv ^^\ land to the labourers. The South
African Native Affairs Commission, 1903 to 1905,

in its report, (ante to the same C inclusion.

In dealing with the scarcity ^\ native labour

in the Union, the South African Native Affairs

>missi<>n stated :
—

I :

• ore many ran-.-.- which may be deemed
to have produced tin- situation. As shown in the
Table (Annezure v

- - alf of the native popu-
lation lives <>n t bulk <>f these occupy
land fur tin- mosl pari communally and fre

>-li j.t hut or p'>ll tax . upon which it i-

them in some fashion or other to make a

living as agriculturists or peasant proprietors with-
the necessity, excepting in exceptionally ''ad

us, of earning wages." (Pai 1

" With r \v1ki do not live "ii tin

and whi. have, either from persona] mol
or by reas f compelling circun ipied

Crown land- or tin- lands <>f private
upon payment Of rent., it may be Said that this por-

tion of tin- population has continued to !"• ab
farm, on a small BCale Indeed, hut with Buffl

measure of return to enable them to supply their
D .-ma'l wan'- and pay BUCh r • 1 1 1. and I

have been demanded from them " P 171 1



" Both of the above classes of natives have had
access to the land on terms which have enabled them
to regard work for wages as a mere supplement to

their means, and not as it is regarded in the older

industrial communities, namely, as the urgent con-

ditions under which the majority of mankind earn
their daily bread." (Para. 372.)

" Given such a population, possessing easy access

to the land, it would have been extraordinary if the
present situation had not followed on a very rapid
growth of industrial requirements." (Para. 375.)

Among its recommendations in paragraph 383,

with a view to stimulating industry among the

natives, are the following:—
" The checking of the practice of squatting, by

refusal to licence all but necessary or desirable pri-

vate locations, and the imposition of a tax on such
locations as may be authorised based on the number
of abl -bodied natives domiciled thereon.

" The imposition of a rent on natives living on
Crown lands as distinct from recognised reserves or

locations, such rent to be based- upon the value of

such land, to be regularly and punctually collected.
" The enforcement of laws against vagrancy in

Municipal areas and Native Labour locations
whereby idle persons should be expelled."

In dealing with the individual tenure by
natives of locations and reserve land, the Commis-
sion recommended that the right of permanent
occupation should be limited by the following,
amongst other reservations:—

" The right of resumption of the whole or any
portion of the land for public purposes, subject to
the due compensation in land or otherwise."

And in paragraph 16 this reservation is

justified in the following terms :
—

" The right of reservation by the State may
appear to be subversive of the security it is desired
to give, but no violation of the principle is intended.
It may be that in the course of development of any
Colony it might become of absolute importance to
command the use of particular areas for public pur-
poses. In such circumstances there is warrant for
expropriation, subject to the payment of due compen-
sation in land or otherwise."
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I he Transvaal Labour Commission of 1902, on

ir available, in dealing with the

it)
,
pointed out thai :

" rhe scarcity

0< labour is due first and mainly to the tact that

African native tril • for the most part,

primitive ral and agricultural natives, who
cilities tor the regular ami full

supply of their animal wants and whose standard

onomi< needs is extremely low." It went on
1 hat the subject of food supply is thus

intimately hound up with the fact that African

nati in possession or occupation of la

t land suitable for both agricultural and
..ral purposes. This explains the attention

which was paid by witm gested modifica-

of tin- system of land tenure." Continuing,

itated in paragraph 73 of this report : " The

native labour supply is. therefore, con-

ed with the tribal land system of South and
t 'entral \

In paragraph 92 '<i the report it Mates:—
"The Introduction of legislation modifying 1I1-

ive hmd tenure system i- generally
mainly fnr n
for obtaining Lai

meet his warn- and his small need for monej
u produce of his land.

"Tins point was emphasised by experiei
[] acquainted with the oat

The l naturally differed, -

nesses supporting the maintenance of present 1

• >f individual land tenure, •

view that, native settlements

thi - ould no doul
effect ultimately, but in 01 :

I

-'

rally applied
n when bo applied its results upon the lal

Bupply in the country would onlj

time l\ is prol
how it such cl

ctive and of Burpl
k work
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If further evidence were required to prove that

free accessibility to the land prevents unemploy-
ment, and creates a scarcity of labour, it is found
in the evidence and the report of the East African

Protectorate Native Labour Commission of 191 2-13.

British East Africa has an area of 189,838 square
miles and a population of four millions, of whom
2,300 are Europeans, yet it is faced with the prob-

lem of a scarcity in its native labour supply.

Lord Delamere, owner of 150,000 acres, in his

evidence on the land question, at page 109, states :

" If the policy was to be continued that every
native was to be a land-holder of sufficient area on
which to establish himself, then the question of

obtaining a satisfactory labour supply would never
be settled."

And at page no he stated :
—

" He considered the soundest policy would be to
curtail the reserves, although it might take a ie\v

years before the effect on the labour supply was
apparent, the result would be permanent."

Much evidence of a similar nature was sub-
milted to that Commission, and the Commissioners
in their findings state :

—
" The reasons for the shortage of labuur we con-

sidered from the evidence to be the following:

—

The wealth of certain tribes arising from the
large quantity of land at their disposal.

The natural fertility of their reserves, the
possession of large quantities of stock, and the
profits of trade.

It is clearly recognised that there are prac-
tically no natives who need to work for wages in
order to live."

From the above it should be obvious that by
divorcing the native from the land he is deprived
of his economic independence and is forced into
the industrial areas to become a wage-earner. As
the pressure becomes more intense, the competition
for jobs becomes more acute, and the native will
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tend to become more industrialised and find him-

self in »i dependence on the employer <»t

the white wage-earner.

111. NATIVE POLICY.

It the native is to be saved from such a tat.-,

and it ili«- white wage-earner i> i<> he al least par-

tially freed from die growing competition, in which
die cheaper labourer must tend to oust the more
expensive labourer especially when die incentive

to use the cheap labourer is increased by the appli-

cation "t the provisions of the Native Labour
Regulations Act, No. 15 of 191 1—a reversal of the

present native policy becomes imperative.

Firstly : The system of indentured labour must
he terminated and the Native Labour Regulations
Act, No. is of 191 1. must he amended so as to put

an end i<> the system and render a breach of con-

tract a matter f< »r civil remedy. The differentiation

in law between the native and white worker would
thus he abolished.

ondly, the system of recruiting natives fur

die labour market should he abolished?.

I'hirdh : The importation of native contract

labour into die Union should he prohibited. This
polic) of importation prejudicially affects the

Union native, who Is placed thereby in competition
with semi-servile tr<>pi<ai natives, who are more
docile and whose wants are fewer than his own.

People most competenl to form an opinion are

satisfied that die supply ot" Union natives is almost
inexhaustible and quite ample for the industrial
Meeds of the 1 'noil.*

Fourthly : In the light of the findings of the
various Commissions referred to in the preceding

• Mr. V
th( M ining Ti .1
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chapter, and of the indications that unemployment

is making its appearance among the natives in the

Cape, it would seem that, both in the interests of

the native population as well as in that of the white

workers, and more particularly of the " poor

whites," it is undesirable, in dealing with the

native population, that any measures sTiould be

adopted which are likely to drive them off the land

and force them into the industrial areas. And it is,

therefore, of the utmost importance that the native

reserves, locations and other native areas, such as

Basutoland, etc., should be definitely reserved to

the natives and that in such areas they should be

trained in more efficient methods of agriculture, so

that they can work their land more beneficially and
thereby be less dependent upon industrial employ-

ment and more secure against being driven on the

downward path towards economic slavery.

In this country, where, unlike other countries,

the white and native races have for several centuries

been able to co-exist and to increase, it is especially

important that, in seeking remedies for the prob-
lems which have grown up, stress should be laid

on natural rather than artificial remedies. It is

claimed that the proposals enunciated answer this

requirement.

To seek artificial remedies such as arrange-
ments for fixing the ratio between white and native

labour, or excluding native labour from certain

spheres, is a mistake.
Artificial remedies cannot be maintained for an

indefinite time. The white miners are already
experiencing that fact in the fight which is being
made in the mining industry for the abolition of

the colour bar.

What is needed is the abolition of all the

artificial provisions which are at present in vogue,
such as recruiting and the indenture system, and
which encourage employers to employ cheap
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labour; and, in pla< h artificial restrictions,

»rts musl !)• made to afford the native population

ry facility i" develop in its own areas and to

raise the standard 01 the*natives generally, so i li.n

with the greater measure of economic independence

iired to them, thi opportunii

m them «>n the land in the area-, to be reserved ti

them, and b) the general improvement in their

conditions, their competition as cheap labourers

u ill continuall) de< rease.

Another remedy is alread) appearing in the

tendenc) ol the native workers to organise tliem-

selVes and to insist upon better pa) and more
civilised conditions ol employment. ! the

native standard is to be raised, the standard of the

white workers will in- lowered, and the fate of the

West Indies, where the policy of cheap labour has

reduced the country to one of a huge semi-servile

proletarat with a handful of white supervisors, will

also be the fate of the Union of South Africa.

The fact is often overlooked that cheap labour

is tht- desideratum of the employer. His whole
outlook is to get his labour as cheaply as possible,

and to secure for the product of such labour

much as possible, so as to ensure to himself the

jvm possible profit. In the older countries, and
in America, female and child labour has been and
is being largely utilised for thai purpose in com-
petition with the malt- worker. As wa
reduced, the male worker does not get sufficient to

maintain himself and his family, and the women-
folk are forced into industry, capitalism thus
breaking up the home life.

The free competition of female labour still

further tends to reduce the standard of pay, and in

numerous instances, in order to eke out an ex

ence, young children have to be sent into factories.

In South Africa also, from figures which I

quote hereafter, it will be seen that there is the



tendency in the craze for cheapness to employ
female and child labour, to the detriment, not only

of the women and children, but also of the male
workers, whose seTf-respect must be very materially

lowered.

What should be insisted upon is that labour

is to be paid for in accordance with its value and
not in accordance with the colour or sex of the

worker. The principle of equal pay for equal work
should be introduced, the minimum wage being
based on the white standard of living. This,

together with the preceding proposals affecting. the

native population, and the general, the agricultural,

mineral and industrial development which would
ensue from the proposals outlined in succeeding
chapters, would tend to safeguard the interests of

the white population and to uplift the native and
coloured population.

Artificial barriers and safeguards can only be
detrimental to those against whom the safeguards
are introduced, as well as to the ultimate interests

of those on whose behalf the safeguards are

supposedly introduced.
In any case, such safeguards can onlv be tem-

porarily and very partially effective, under the

present competitive system, and would no longer
be necessary under a co-operative system.
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CHAPTEK \ 1.

THE LAND Q\ ESI ION.

ITS R.ESTRiC'1 ED USE.

\- has been shown in the previous dr.,

sibilitj id land lends to free the native from

the nerd i«> seek employment, 1 lie remedy a.

such independence is sought and found in the

policy "t graduall) dispossessing him of his land.

What is nil- of the native is equally true ot the

European. I he application of the same forces

produce the same results, save thai the) art more
adversely and more rapidly on the European, whose
needs are so much greater than those of the native.

One of the effects of the present system <>t land

tenure and sub-division has been that, having
d to the natural conditions of this country,

particularly drought and pests, the .small man has

been unable in withstand the losses occasioned
(hereby ('nun time to time, and has found himsell

• long either obliged to sell his land or ha.e
his land taken away from him b) creditors. That,
and tlie private ownership of land uiihoiit an\
restrictions, has further had the effect of bringing
atom iiu- accumulation of land in the hands ..; ,

tew, who. having capital, either work the land will:

die sole \ ieu of making profit out .if it, without
d to the need-, ol die « , .inm ii ii 1 1 \ — a nd to thai

end they prel iploj cheap labour to thai of
their white fellow-citizens—or, alternatively, and
what is much w.Tse, they merely hold their land



out of use for speculative purposes and for a rising

market.
It is interesting to note that, according to

Table "A" of the Agricultural Census, 1918, the

area of farms in the Union (including Union Native

Locations and Reserves, which extend to 17,773,517
morgen) amounts to a total of 108,323,160 morgen.
The number of farms, according to Table 1 of the

same Census, is 76,149, of which 44,240 only are

o( cupied by the owners, 18,568 are hired, 6,872 arc

occupied on the "share*' system, and 6,469 are

managed by the occupier for another person.

Of the aforesaid area, only 6,546,604 morgen
consists of cultivated and fallow land, and of 'his

only 3,544,660 morgen are under cultivation for

agricultural crops.

According to a report of the Government Com-
mittee on wheat-growing, which reported some two
years ago, of the area in the Union suitable for

v. heat-growing purposes, only 10 per cent, is

actually under cultivation.

Sir Julius Jeppe, the Chairman of the South
African Townships, Mining and Finance Corpora-
tion, one oFa number of companies which together
constitute the " Transvaal Landowners' Associa-
tion," in his Presidential Report on the 20th June,
1920, stated that the S.A. Townships, Mining and
Finance Corporation owned 132 farms in freehold
of an acreage of 1,115,710, and that the same com-
pany holds mineral rights over 82 farms with an
acreage of 360,666.

In the third interim report of the Dominions
Royal Commsision, on the natural resources,
trade and legislation of certain portions of Llis

Majesty's Dominions, dated at London the 25th
June, 1914—dealing with the Union— it is stated
that "owing to causes upon which it is unnecessary
here to. enter, little suitable land remains the pro-
perty of the Crown. The bulk of the land fitted
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For closer settlements is held by individuals or b)

large land companies who are either expectant ol

a rise in value, or for other reasons are unwilling

ell."

I'hf rransvaal Indigene) Commission in its

repoth stated that " the price ol land to-day in the

I ransvaal is. generallj speaking, higher than the

tanner is warranted in paying in vie* «>t the risks

that attach t<> farming in us present stage "t' de-

velopment. Tins high cost not "nly prevents the

younger generation from getting land mi terms

which will admit of their farming at a profit ; it

also discourages the immigration of enterprising

settlers with capital who are urgently required t<>

show what success can be achieved by up-to-date

methods. New settlers and capital have never

been attracted to the Transvaal as the) have t"

\ew Zealand, Australia and Canada, partly be-

ause "t the greal difficulties which have con-

fronted the tanner in the [last, but .still more
because the land has not been obtained on the

same easy lerms. Moreover, when capital has

been brought int<> ihe country, it has been
spent in paying high prices for land, instead

of being used to effect improvements upon it.

rhis absorption of capital in land instead of in

buildings, stuck or improvements, has been one
of the chief hindrances in the development of the

farming resources in this country" (par. 177).
The same Commission further st.-it.-s :

" \

more even distribution of population on the land
must be brought about. \\Y have been unable to

obtain am trustworthy figures as to the amount
of ground in the settled parts of the Transvaal,
which is not being put to beneficial use. Hut
there is a large amount of privatelv owned land
which is ai present unoccupied or not farmed in

any proper sense ,,f the word, even on the high
veld. Mrs is partly because the country is not



yet fully re-stocked. But it is also due to the fact

that the owners are able to go on holding land un-

used because it costs them next to nothing to

keep." (Paragraph 178).

If further evidence were needed to show how
the withholding of land in this country from full

use restricts employment I need only quote the

following figures from the Agricultural Census of

1918 on the subject :
—

According to Table 27, the average number of

male and female employees on farms during the

year 1917-1918 were : Europeans, 54,621 ; Natives,

358,973; Indians, 23,671 ; Coloured people. 50,797.

The restricted field of employment is not to

be wondered at, when it is remembered, that the

ownership of the land carried with it, under our
present system, absolute control ; that the object

of ownership is not to use it in order to produce
what the community requires, but to make profit;

and that the owners, therefore, only produce such
commodities as they can dispose of at a profit,

regardless of the needs of the community. In

doing so, as has already been mentioned, thev
prefer to employ the cheapest kind of labour and
thus exclude from emplovment many of their

European fellow-citizens, who are willing and able
to work on the land. Where the owners cannot
produce commodities upon which thev can make
a profit they prefer to withhold the land from use.

According to the findings of other Commis-
sions and the figures already quoted, it is clear

that in respect of the greater portion of the land
in South Africa no effort is made to put it under
cultivation, but that it is held for a rising market,
to be offloaded as the needs of the people force
them to pay such prices as the owner chooses to
demand. That such a policy restricts the avenue
of employment and creates unemployment must be
obvious to every thinking person.
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This system of land ownership not only

unemployment bul il keeps the people in

subjection and reduces them to a state of economic

slavery, which is bound to degrade them and to

convert them into what, in the Southern St;:

of the I'nited States of America, are known as
• Wean Whites," and in South Africa as " Poor
Whites."

ITS INCRE VSED VALUE.

According to the Report of the Department
of Lands for the year ended 3ISt March, mil), the

i of remaining Crown land at the }t>t March,

[9191 was approximately ; Cape. 12,720,000 mor-

een; Natal, i, 161,000 morgen; O.F.S., a few

farms only; Transvaal, 6,630,000 morgen; and no
reliable information is available as to how much
of that land is suitable for agricultural or pastoral

purposes. As the Government has from time to

time made considerable purchases of land for

closer settlement purposes it must be assumed that

a considerable portion of the Crown lands is

unsuitable for closer settlement purposes.
Not only is the price of land undulv high,

ording to the finding of the Transvaal Indi-

gency Commission already quoted, but it has
been abundantly proved that no sooner does the
Government or any other public- body require
land, than the price is put up against them.

I hat is particularly shewn where the Govern-
ment goes in for irrigation schemes. Immediateh
i' is known that the Government is i^« » i

n

lt in for an
irrigation scheme in any particular district, the
price of th<- land is put up so that not alone «!

tin- Government spend money in improving the
value of the particular land irrigated, but. by reason
of its expenditure, it enhances the value of the
land in the surrounding district and then, having
by its own expenditure enhanced the value of the



land, it is further penalised by having to pay such

increased prices. This has been experienced by
both Municipalities and Governments.

A notable instance is to be found in the ex-

perience of the Johannesburg Town Council

which, in 1903, expropriated, after arbitration,

what was known as the insanitary area. The cost

of that expropriation to the town was ,£1,145,046,
exclusive of interest which has since been charged
against the rates. The valuation of the whole of

the expropriated area in 191 2 was only .£335,125,
the loss to the town exceeding £750,000, upon
which the Municipality has to pay 4 per cent,

interest and 2 per cent, redemption, amounting to

,£45,000 per annum for a period of thirty years,

when the loan for such expropriation is redeem-
able.

The Johannesburg sewerage farm, known as
the Klipspruit farm, provides another glaring
example. The farm on 24th February, 1903, had
been acquired by George Pauling and Emile de
Erlanger and Co. for ,£18,000, and was sold to

the Johannesburg Municipality on 17th November,
1904, for the sum of £"80,000.

The following other instances, quoted from
paragraph 88 of the Report of the Transvaal
Leasehold Townships Commission, 191 2, go to

-show how the landowners treat public bodies,
where land is required for purposes of defence or
education :

—
" 1903-1904 the Admiralty acquired at Rosyth, for

the purpose of a naval base, properties aggregating
nearly 1,200 acres of land and over 300 acres of fore-
shore. The properties were valued for rating on the
basis of an aggregate rental of nearly £1,700 a year.
Capitalising this at 3 per cent, we get £50,000.

* The
Admiralty had to pay £139,000."

" In 1901 the War Office purchased a plot of
about 52 acres of agricultural land and foreshore
near Kilcreggan as a site for a fort for th« defence
of the Clyde. The value assigned to it for rating
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Wherever irrigation works are carried out, rail-

ways extended, or other public works carried out,

the value Dt the land in the neighbourhood and its

price is increased. Mr. Carnegie, who cannot be

accused of being revolutionary in his views, stated

in his bunk " Problems of to-day "
:
—

"The greatest Increase in modern weuith ie due
to tlif Increased value of real estate, ami this is due
to the community."

The Transvaal Leasehold Townships Com-
mission, 10,12, Stated in section 71 of its report :

—

*

" In the second place it is clear thai this
value i~ due to the presence of the population ^r«-at-

ing in increased demand

Sir Thomas Smartt, speaking in the Union
House of Assembly in 1^14 in support of a bill i<>

extend the railway line from Upington to Prieska,
said: " Vnother thing in favour of this railway
was that it would I > r i n j_T a great deal of" revenue to

the Government, because it would increase at least

km) per rent, the value of the ClOWn lands there."
To quote a few other instances:—

A vacant plot of land next to Exploration
Buildings, Johannesburg, which was recentl)
valued at £4,500, was bought in 1 888 For ./.'-!<>.

The [Turban "Guardian" quotes the follow-
ing interesting examples :

—
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(a) IN FREEHOLD.
On the 2nd August, 1889, the Town

Council sold Lots 12 and 13, Block D, for £112 10

On the 24th July, 1895, the Town
Council sold Lot 14, Block D, for ... 164

Total £276 10

This property afterwards changed hands as

follows :
—
In 1895 for £800

In 1896 for 1,100

In 1896 for 1,400

On the 17th January, 1913, the Town Council
bought this property back, for Municipal purposes,

for ,£3,724 J 3s. 9d.

Another instance : A piece of land at the

corner of Berea Road and Old Dutch Road was
originally sold by the Town Council for ,£320 and
subsequently bought back by the Town Council
for .£2,587.

But examples are superfluous.

HOW TO MAKE LAND ACCESSIBLE.

In Section 77 of its Report, the Transvaal
Leasehold Commission, 191 2, stated :

—
" Again, we have already ^pointed out that the

site value of land is entirely due to the presence,
activity and expenditure of the community. That
value is maintained only by the continued presence
of the community and expenditure on certain neces-
cary public services. The removal of the population
or the discontinuance of these services will be fol-

lowed at once by the disappearance of the value if

the land. The community is, therefore, reasonably
entitled to demand that these services shall be pro-
vided out of this value which it itself creates. When
this aspect of the case is realised, it is clear that on
general grounds there can be no question of spolia-
tion when rntos are levied on land value only."
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The small Holdings Commission |
rransvaal),

IOI2, in its report, pointed out that land taxation

present is a negligible quantity and " is no

factor m determining the use of land or in induc-

ing the owner either himself to improve his land

Of to st-11 it to another who is willing and able to

do so. The vn\ lightness of the burden is in

itself an inducemenl to anyone possessed of the

requisite amount ol capital to purchase land not

with any intention of looking to the produce of

the land, and by the result of his labour to bring

back t<> him hi.s capital with' interest, but secure

in the knowledge that the interest may be paid by
farming the land by natives, and thai the increas-

ing demand tor land will ensure the eventual

return of an increased capital.*' and it goes on to

state that the fad that agricultural land almost

escapes taxation adds to the holding up of land
and ti» the creation and maintenance of fictitious

values and accounts to a great extent for the quan-
tity of unimproved land and the absence of a lai

rural population.

The Transvaal Indigency Commission, i

to tgo8, in iis report stated :

" The most important
result of land taxation, however, will be its effecl

on the price ol land and in influencing landowners
10 put it to beneficial use."

Another effect of such taxation is set forth by
the Transvaal Indigency Commission in para-

graphs 183 and 1S4 of its report, which read as

follows :
—

' Before explaining our proposals for land taxa-
tion in detail, w«- will Bupport our recommendations
by showing what it- effects will i>'- We will ex-

amine tir-t the effects of land taxation on toe lazy,

improvident, and more or less indigent lander
In the typical cas< iderable number of families
are living on the farm. THey may be eo-ownei
they may b lants and relatives who will

share in the farm when its registered owner dies



They all live from hand to mouth, and if they re-

main as they are, they just sooner or later become
poor whites. The effect of taxation on such people
would be to awaken them to the necessity of making
more than a bare living out of their land. The
knowledge that they would be compelled to pay a
tax upon their land would force them to adopt more
productive methods of farming." (Paragraph 183).

"The bywoner would be affected by land taxa-
tion in much the same way. The persistence of the
bywoner system is due to the fact that the farmer
has no use for much of his land. It costs him
nothing, and he has no objections to his friends or

relations squatting upon it. He therefore puts very
little pressure on the bywoner to work, who tends to

become habitually idle. So soon, however, as the
farmer finds that he has to make some contribution
towards the general revenues in respect of his land
he himself will put an end to the objectionable
features of the bywoner system. He will force the
bywoner to pay him rent for the land which he
occupies, or he will use him as a farm hand; the
bywoner who is unwilling to work will be turned
away in order to make room for others who are more
energetic." (Paragraph 184.)

The unimproved or site value of all land

should therefore be taxed as a means of making
land more accessible and creating an incentive for

the more adequate working of land, and as a means
of affording opportunities of employment for those
who are willing and able to work the land.

The unimproved value of land is the value of

land exclusive of any value due to the expenditure
of labour and capital thereon. Thus the land
value of a farm would be the land value exclusive
of the value of all dams, irrigation works, crops,
ploughing, manuring and any other works
executed on it by the owner or tenant. It would,
however, include the enhanced value of the land
resulting from the expenditure of the community's
money on public works, bridges, irrigation, roads,
railways, schools and other amenities which make
land more attractive.

An interesting example of the effect of even
an impending land tax on land companies was
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experienced in Johannesburg in n/14. The IVans-

vaal Provincial Council, in which the South Afri-

can Labour Part) was then in a majority, passed
" The Transvaal Municipal Rating Ordinan.

On a Friday following the passing of the Ordin-

ance a certain land corporation had an advertise-

ment inserted in the " Transvaal Leader " offering,

to intending purchasers of lots, building loans at

the then low rate of interest of g per cent, per

annum. On the following Tuesday it was
announced that the I'nion Government had. in

Ordance with its powers under the South Africa

Act. 1910. vetoed the Ordinance. Immediately the

advertisement disappeared.

Although the small landowner is generally

quoted as the one chief!) to be hurt b\ a land tax,

and therefore its chief opponent, the real opposi
Hon is fostered by wealth} land corporations.

\ ording to the votes and proceedings of the

Transvaal Provincial Council for 1014. the vetoing

of the aforesaid Ordinance benefited the follow mil;

parlies :
—

The then Administrator
, Ltd.

1 Geldenhuye
E 1. Geldenhuya
Besuidenhout Family
The Johannesburg Consolidated In

in. 'in Co., Ltd
The Witwatersrand Township I

and Finance Corporation, l.M.

In SO tar as a land tax would be an incentive

to the landowner to develop his land to a greater
extent Mian is the case at present, he would be
vastl) benefited. In s<. far as it would afford

revenue n> the Government, thereby enabling it to
discontinue the mam unscientific forms of indirect

taxation, he would also be benefited. At present
the small and often poor farmer having a large
family pavs through indireel ia\.-s more than his

•

Per annum.



wealthy neighbour with his small family, and out

of all proportion to the big land companies. Under
a system of land taxation he would only pay on the

actual site or unimproved value of the land held

by him.

It seems to me also right that mineralised land

should not be exempt from such taxation, as it is

just as unreasonable to encourage the owner of

mineralised land to withhold it from being worked
as to encourage the owner of any other land to

withhold it from use.

The inclusion of mineralised land under such
taxation would create further openings for miners
and reduce unemployment. As large numbers of

the " poor whites " have turned to mining as a

means of making a living, and these constitute the

bulk of the unemployed amongst miners, this pro-

posal would help to reduce unemployment amongst
them by affording them opportunities of working
at their new vocation, especially as it cannot be
expected that everyone who has drifted into the
towns is likely to desire to go back to the land,
even if given an opportunity to do so.

The individual who has some capital and
desires to go in for farming, as well as tenant
farmers, will be substantially assisted by the carry-
ing into effect of a policy of taxation of the site or
unimproved value of the land, inasmuch as they
will get land at its economic value and be able to

utilise the difference between such value and
present prices for development purposes. The
tax, as well as the fact that all improvements will

be exempt therefrom, will encourage him to

develop the land to the fullest possible extent.

As, however, the prejudice against land taxa-
tion is still great among the small farmers, its

introduction may, as a matter of immediate prac-
tical politics, have to be delayed until such time
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a the fanners have been converted to an apprecia-

tion of its justi< es and advantages.

Even the private owner of land, however, must

admit ihai while thousands of his fellow Un-

lets are unemployed it is grossly unfpir and

harmful to the whole community that large tra

of land should be lying idle, and in so far as 1.

taxation would prevent the withholding of la

tracts of land from use, it is a principle which

should readily commend itself to every patriotic

citizen. To start with an effort should immediately

be made to secure the imposition of a ia\ on the

land held by land companies.

CO-OPERATIVE Ml I LEMENTS AND
STATE AGRICULTURE.

In addition to land taxation, it is necessary to

introduce a letter and jusu-r method than exists

i: present to enable the State to acquire land

necessary f<«r settlement and other public pur

poses. For the State merely to buy land in the

open market will result in its being forced to pa)

unnecessarily high prices, and thereby expend
large sums "t public monej which should and
could be utilised for developmental purposes. On
the other hand, if the inert- policy of expropriation
at a value i" be fixed by arbitration were applied)

equate protection and security that the State wa«

obtaining the land at its unimproved or site value
would not be obtained. The only effective method
which will enable die Stale to obtain the n-

land, at a price which is net above the economic
value of the land, is to be found in legislation
which will ctinfer upon the Stale ihe right to COm-
pulsorih expn priate 'he land at its taxable value.

Legislation of a similar nature has been in

force in New Zealand foi some w;ir\ and the
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principle has been approved of in paragraph 160

of the South African Native Affairs Commission
quoted in the preceding chapter, and the enact-

ment of legislation to provide for the compulsory
expropriation of land by the State at its taxable

value is very desirable.

It would be a mistake for the State to utilise

any land already held or which may hereafter be
acquired by the State either by the process of

expropriation or resumption for the purpose of

small holdings.
For one thing, this principle of establishing

small holdings would continue the difficulties in so
far as the education of the future generation is con-

cerned. One of the reasons of the lack and insuffi-

ciency of the education of a large section of

children living in this country has been due to the

sparsity of the rural population, and the policy of

small holdings would be likely, therefore, to per-

petuate to an appreciable extent this difficulty and
to render facilities for education more expensive
and less efficient than would be possible under a

policy vhich would bring the rural population
more closely together.

It is clear that to settle people on small hold-

ings would involve an expense to the Government
of approximately .£1,000 per settler, and, apart

from the fact that such expenditure per settler

would probably deter the Government from attack-

ing the problem seriously, there is a further objec-

tion that it involves a great deal of wastefulness
in overhead charges, and it is likely to result, in a
great deal of the expenditure being wasted and a
large number of the people so settled gradually
finding themselves driven back to the conditions
from which they started, in so much as it does not
enable them to withstand the difficulties which
have brought about the results with which we are
at present dealing. What happened in the past,
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when ven man) tanners on small areas Have, bj

reason of the natural conditions of this country,

found themselves unable to withstand the hat]

seasons and have been forced off the land and into

the ranks of the unemployed, is likely to recur.

Senator Langenhoven in his evidence before

the Unemployment Commission suited:—
1
.-!• dally in the Karroo and s.nii-K :nr >

•

oi tin- Cape Province, But to a Leaser extenl thr<

out the three provinces of the Cape, the Fr<?«
-

and Transvaal, farming is the greatest gamble of .ill

indnstri- - nth Africa. The result, is that the
of small holdings—the most beneficial for any

country where it. is practicable—cannot l><

with the growth of the population. The Larg<

farm is cut up among the children of th<

owner; the large proprietor is succeeded b\ -mull
prietors, one by one as the next pest o

<>r drought or slump comes, is unable to hold
and the patrimony passes to other hands.
must be capitalistic so as to be able to m<

.nd so to set them off by alternative prot

The mere increase in the number of land-

owners is not in itself desirable, as it involves the

Continuance and entrenchment of a system where
production and distribution is chaotic, both being
based upon the principle of profit and not con-

cerned with the real needs of the community exi ept

in SO tar as profit can be made out of them. What
is more, it involves unnecessary overhead expendi-
ture, both as regards production, each small farmer
having to devote a considerable portion of his

limited capital on implements and stock, as well

as in respect of distribution, each farmer having
to take steps to bring his own produce to the

market; all of which is unduly burdensome on the
tanner and prejudicial to the interests of the con
SUmer. In any case, the mere provision of small
holdings would not, as already- indicated, appre-
ciably mitigate the evils of unemployment, as ihe
conditions which have I reated the " poor white- "

would ven SOOn produce again a similar I
1
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It may be of interest to draw attention to the

fact that, in the great experiment which is now
being made for the re-establishment of the Jewish

people in Palestine, one of the most important

branches of the work consists of what is known as

the "Jewish National Fund," which has for its

main object the conversion of the land in Palestine

into the inalienable property of the Jewish people,

so that not the interests of individuals, but those

of the community as a whole, will determine the

land policy of the Jewish National Fund, its chief

principle being not to sell its ground, but to give

it for cultivation in the form of temporary or

hereditary holdings. This represents the fulfil-

ment of the Commandment of the Bible :
—

" Ye shall not sell the land for all eternity
because the land is mine and you are dwellers and
settlers with me."

Co-operative cultivation upon extensive areas

of land should be established and encouraged.
This should be done by the establishment of State

Labour Colonies, upon which would be carried on
the pursuit of agriculture on a grand scale, affores-

tation schemes and stock-breeding according to

the suitability of the land. The land should be
selected by technical experts belonging to the

Lands and Agricultural Departments, and the

colonies should be under the supervision of techni-

cal men who would supervise and direct the work
on the respective colonies, and production would
be on a more scientific basis. Greater attention
would be paid to research work than is possible for

the individual farmer, and the scientific knowledge
available would be brought to bear on the methods
of production. The wastage due to the lack of

transport facilities—evidence as to such wastages
wns given before the Unemployment Commission
at Rooikraal, Lagersdrift and elsewhere—would be
obviated, the State, which would market the
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produce, being in a position to supplement its

railway service l>v motor transport.

Mr. Langenhoven, in his evidence to the

Unemployment Commission, recommended "the
iblishment of labour colonies, which shall !>••

made as far as possible, self-contained, by provi-

sion of as many kinds of Industry as can supply

the needs of each little community. For instance,

not only agriculture, but boot-making, carpentry,

masonry, spinning and weaving, and so on, should

be done for itself by each labour colony. If in

addition some small factory is established on model
lines, the numbers brought together in one place

will enable provision, without economic wasteful-

ness, <>f adequate educational and religious

facilities."

The Witwatersrand Labour Advisory Hoard,

which, at tin- re<|iiest of the Government, has

devoted much time and thought to the problem of

unemployment, submitted very interesting and
informative evidence to the Unemploymenl Com-
mission, and also recommended the establishment
ot settlements of th's kind. The Board put forward
certain three proposals, and in its evidence stated :

" Proposal N'" 2 Lb framed t«> deal with tip' larg<
l><>tlv of untrained unemployed; this class embi
by far the greatest number of the unemployed, and
if they can I"- permanently removed from tin- ranks
of the unemployed, tin- whole problem would be
appreciably nearer solution. In considering the
callings in which it would be possible to train thee*
't n'ii

. it was necessary ti» find one in which produ< -

mid t><- leasl Likely to be greater than anj
possihh- (irniund. The oim branch <>f production thai
cannol practically be overdone ie thai <•( f [-stuffs

i raw material-, the produce >>f the land. There
• I an. I almost unlimited market f. .r t

;

Th.' cultivate f tii. land has bIbo the advanl
' tmploymenl f<>r many who

would never be of use in any other industry I

lition it offers tin- mo ition foi
dealing with the family, and ensuring thai future
generations from youth up.
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expenditure in establishing the communal settle-

ments would of necessity be great, but would all rank
as capital expenditure, as investment. No loss should
be incurred except that due to the inefficiency of the
labour, and that would be overcome in time. A vital,

provision in the proposal is that the family life will

be unbroken. Those who, after adequate testing,,

were found quite incapable of working under ordin-
ary conditions, would be sent to a compulsory work
colony. The Communal Settlement to be a training

and testing ground, and not to be apportioned or cut
up into individual holdings but to remain as a unit."

The late Mr. J. T. Bain, in his evidence before
the Select Committee of the House of Assembly
on European Employment and Labour Conditions
in 1913, submitted a scheme on somewhat similar

lines, the details of which deserve serious con-
sideration.

Mr. Charles Knowler, the manager of the
" Durban Home," who has had very considerable
experience in dealing with the poor and unem-
ployed, giving evidence before the same Commis-
sion, submitted proposals for the establishment of

village settlements, which also contemplated that

the labour in such settlements would not be
restricted to agricultural work only, but would
include building and other classes of work which
settlers might be capable of doing. Messrs.
Andrews and Bunting, in the statement which
they submitted to the same Commission, stated :

—
" Subject to collection by technical experts we

should say that agriculture in South Africa cannot
materially and scientifically expand, still less absorb
any more white workers, \inless it is organised on a
national basis. Instead of just advising the farmers
how to make more profit out of their labourers, let
the Agricultural Department draw up a complete
scientific survey of South Africa, distinguishing dis-
tricts, areas, basins, etc., and arranging the whole
according to what the country most needs produced,
especially what is most needed to satisfy the wants
of all its people, the humblest above all.' rather than
to export. Then for a start the best and most use-
fully cultivated areas should be expropriated—some
' despotic inroads on the right of property ' are'



till-- ded with ample
the a

and ' indusl rial arn
housed and fi d and U

BUCh ar<

In conjunction with such settlements the

Government will have to establish an industrial

arm) especially for agriculture. All unemployed]
and even those who are employed, shall be eligible

for enrolmenl in such army, and the meml
thereof should be allocated to the different settle-

ments, those with some training in other industries

being afforded an opportunity in such settlements

of working at the trade of which they have some
knowledge; those who have some agricultural

knowledge would be afforded opportunities of em-
ploying themselves agriculturally, whereas tl

who arc entirely unskilled, either industrially <>r

agriculturally, would in the first instance be

utilised in doing probationary work, such as irriga-

tion, afforestation and preliminary work to prepare

the laud for cultivation, which work would til

many of'those engaged therein to be drafted into

those sections of the army which would be d(

more skilled work.

The various c< lonies should be provided with

adequate educational facilities, general, industrial

and agricultural, as well as with other amenities,

dical, sanitary and intell requisite for the

health, comfort and well-being of the community.

Provision should be made whereby the colonists

in each colony should elect its own councils to

guard their interests. Such councils should be

elected on a functional and not on a territorial or

district basis. Under such a system all workers

d in any particular avocation would select

representatives who would be fully acquainted with

their particular outlook and inte pre-

sentatives would constitute the council which

would look after the local affairs of the colony.
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To secure co-operation and mulual interest

between the different colonies so that this venture

may be national and not sectional, these local

councils should elect delegates to a General Coun-
cil, which would deal with the conditions of em-
ployment and pay, and the manner of satisfying

the requirements of the workers, as well as with

general questions of administration affecting the

whole scheme, and both the local councils and the

General Council should have the right to be con-

sulted by the technical advisers and supervisors.

The members of the army would have to

receive pay to enable them to maintain themselves
adequately, and the rates of pay, as well as the

form which such payment should take, would be
fixed in the first instance by the committee and
thereafter by the councils in consultation with the

technical advisers and supervisors ; and such
remuneration, as well as the question of proper
housing, which would also be under the control of

these councils, would form a first charge on the

amount realised from the produce of the colonies.

The profits, if any, should be pooled, and one por-

tion thereof allocated towards liquidating the

amount expended by the State in the establishment
of these colonies, one portion as a reserve to be
set aside to tide over any future loss caused by
drought, pests, etc., and the remaining one-third

towards improving the conditions of the workers
in such colonies.

Such a system of representation, as well as this

system of pooling the profits in the manner indi-

cated, would tend to gradually change the worker
engaged in such colonies from mere human
machines to human beings with a real interest in

their work, and would gradually widen their vision

of citizenship so that the}- would begin to regard
themselves not merely as wage-slaves, but as ser-

vants or functionaries of the State, whose duly it
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s to pi lodstuffs and other necessaries for

ommunity.
The State having, without cavil and without

difficulty, found millions of pounds for the pur]

lestruction, should have no hesitation ur diffi-

culty in finding the means for constructive and
reproductive v «>rk. Expenditure in this direction

would resull in an appreciable saving on the

annual prisons, police and justice votes, par:

t!)»- pn 'ilar expenditure incurred by the

State being thus diverted from punitive to reclama-
tory purposes ; and, what is more, in marketing- the

surplus articles produced and manufactured in the

colonies, the resl of the community would be bene-
fited not merely by the reduction in the cost of

living, but, and what is of even more importance,
by becoming more independent of the present

tem of disorganised and chaotic and anti-social

production and distribution, carried on For the

profit of the few, and regardless of the interests "and

very often to the detriment of the many.
These propos.-ds. if carried into effect, th<

e, will not onl' nany persons who are

daily falling more and more into the depths of
despair, and are nulling down others with them,
but will, above all, provide the beginnings of a

'•ful and ordere struction of society.
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CHAPTER VII.

THE PRESENT ECONOMIC SYSTEM.

I.—PRODUCTION EOR PROFIT.

A consideration of the native and land ques-

tions alone is inadequate for a proper understand-
ing of unemployment, nor would the proposals
enunciated adequately solve the problem of unem-
ployment or the struggle which is proceeding
between the employers and employees. Unemploy-
ment, as well as the class struggle, are inherent in

and inevitable under the present economic system.
To understand how the present system works,

and what are its results, it is unnecessary to enter
into abstruse or complicated economic problems.
Xor is it necessary to consider prior changes which
have taken place in society as a result of which
the system hase come into being. It is sufficient

for our purpose to examine its actual working and
its results.

The different articles in use or required by
society are not produced +'or the use of the maker.
The colliery owner does not produce coal for his
own use. the boot manufacturer does not produce
hoots for his own use, the tanner does not produce
leather for his own use, the farmer does not pro-
duce crops for his own use, and so on ad nauseam.
The articles are produced for sale. That is to-day
i generally accepted fact.

Who, then, owns the commodity produced
Does the miner in the coal mine own the coal which
he excavates? Does the worker in the boot factorv



own the boots which he manufactures? Does th«

building : in the building trade »>wn the

aIik-Ii 1x- builds? Does the farm labourer

.n the kuhI own the i rops which he grows? (

ainly not. Ml these articles are owned by the

individual or corporation, as the case maj be, who
owns the coal mine and the machinery, tin- boot

. building machinery, the land, i

• What, then, is the motive which induces the

owners to have these articles produced for the

market? Is ii simply a:-, a hobby, or with the

philanthropic object of supplying other people

with their requirements? It so, these articles

would be disposed of merely for what it has i

to produce them.

Is that the case? That question ran be most

lively answered by quoting from any quarterly

abstract of Union Statistics, compiled by C. W.
Cousins, Director of Census. Take tin- mineral

prodii

;1. For the year 1918 coal sales amounted
to £31224,397, whilst the total salaries and waj

for the whin- and coloured employees amounted to

,412,786 the coal industry only found employ-
ment for 1,597 white people, whose wages and
salaries amounted to £649,034 and the total

ston timed amounted to £i>o83,905, shov
1 surplus accruing to the employers of £827,9
In this connection it may be noted that the total

nominal capital in respeel of the Coal anas ol

Union of South Vfrica in 1017 only amounted to

£7,1 .
i>t" which only a portion is paid up,

whilst the actual coal sal.-s from 1910 to 1920 only

amounted t< i £ 51 ,776,61 7.

Id. In the gold mining industry the total

value of the ur,, 'd produced in tots for the Union
s. whilst for the year iqjo it was

l.()22. [O which had to be add' gold
nium, amounting n> £10,23,1 otalling

^7



X'44'887>922 f°r tne year 1920, and the total

salaries and wages bills amounted to ;£i3>655»373

for 1915 and ,£17,563,184 for 1920.

Factories.—Turning to manufacturing indus-

tries, we find that for the year 191 5-16 the value of

fuel and olher materials used in the manufacture

of articles produced during that year amounted in

value to ,£23,562,000, and the total amount of

salaries and wages for that year came to

,£8,913,000. The total expenditure thus amoifnted

to ,£32,475,000, whereas the gross value of the

output of the articles produced came to

£40,435,000, showing a total increase in value of

£"7,960,000, which went to the owners.

Even if we take into consideration the value of

the land, buildings, machinery, plant and tools,

owned by the owners for the year 1915-16, which
according to these statistics amounted to

£"27,552,000, and if we allow for interest at the
rate of 10 per cent, thereon, such interest would
only account for £"2,755,200. For that year, there-
fore, the owners, in disposing of articles produced,
earned interest on the land, buildings, machinery,
plan! and tools amounting to £"2,755,200, and an
additional profit of £"5,204,800.

The year 1919-20 discloses similar results.
The total value of fuel and materials used came

,() £06,347,000, the total salaries and wages came
to ,£"19,119,000, making a total expenditure of
,£75.446,000, whereas the value of the articles pro-
duced came to ,£92, 914, 000, showing an increase
in value of ,£17,448,000, which went to the
owners.

For this particular year the total value of land,
buildings, machinery, plant and tools amounted to
^4 2 '°53-ooo. Interest thereon at 10 per cent,
would secure to the owners ^4,205,300. For the
year 1919-20, therefore, the owners,' in disposing of
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the arti< duced, earned interest amounting

£4,205,300 and an additional profit ol

£ ' \

A reference to the statistics for the intervening

irs will reflect a similai state ol affairs. A rei

.'

in -f to statistics for other countries proves, beyond

doubt, that similar results art- obtained in evi

other pan of the world

It will thus be seen that the owners do not

of the articles produced as a hobby, or for

philanthropic reasons, bul for the interest, rein

and profits which they gain.

Low grade mines close down, not because the

land for gold has ceased, but because the dis-

posal thereof is no longer profitable to the owners;

boot factories in Port Elizabeth and elsewl

close down, not because the total requirements of

ts have been supplied to the population of

South Africa, but because the owners of the fac-

tories cannot obtain profits; building is restricted,

not because all the houses required by the people

in South Africa have been provided for, and all

the shuns and hovels abolished, bul because the

master builders cannot secure prof"

Vs such production ceases, so those kvh<

engaged in the production of these articles are

thrown out of employment

.

Without any detailed examination, the pro-

sition will also be accepted that the person who
does not possess land, mini's or machinery must
hire himself to work for a farmer, a mine own

.1 manufacturer, etc. He has no alternative.

Me must either work or starve. The onl) thing
that he ^ mi his power to labour. In

doing his work he expends a certain amount
energy; his power to labour becomes exhausted.
lo reproduce such labour power and enable him
work he must have inm], clothing, shelter. The



amount required tor that, or the means of subsist-

ence, will be the value of his labour power. It is

on that basis that wages are usually paid.

II.—SURPLUS VALUE.

Referring again to the statistics of Mr.
Cousins, we find, taking the year 1919-20 into con-

sideration—the same to a lesser or greater degree

applies to every year—that in our manufacturing
industries, whilst the total salaries and wages paid

for 1919-20 came to ,£19,119,000—that being more
or less the amount required to produce the labour

power of those engaged in the industry—the value

added by the application of this human energy to

the dead material used amounted to ,£39,063,000,
the difference of ,£20,000,000 being the additional

value which the labour power of those engaged in

the industry had created.

To put this proposition in another form, it

means that, assuming that the workers engaged in

the manufacture of commodities worked eight

hours a day, it requires less than four hours of the

work to produce their salaries and wages, so that

whilst for those engaged in the industry the value
of the work amounted to ,£19,119,000, to the owner
or capitalist it amounted to ,£39,063,000, of which
he pays the workers ,£19,119,000 and pockets the
balance of ,£20,000,000; in other words, for eight
hours' labour the worker receives as an equivalent
the product of less than four hours' labour, so that

after working for his employer for less than four
hours the worker has returned to him the equiva-
lent of the wages paid, but as he has contracted to
work eight hours a day for the wasres which he is

to receive, it means that he has to work another
four hours for the benefit of his employer.

The same to a greater or less extent applies
where the hours are longer or shorter.
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This additional value is what is commonl)
n as surplus value.

Those who are opposed to the analysts wli

1 have endeavoured to outline frequentl) confuse

ihe question b) raising other Ihey den)

thai the worker has produced the surplus value,

mch ol u is due to machinery and im-

proved "i production which have resulted

Horn the labour and experiments ol past genera

tions. I'liey, however, conveniently forget to

lit thai these improvements have not I"

ired h\ their labour or invention, but are a

common heritage ol the whole community, nay, ol

the whole human race. I do not think that the

worker at am tune claims the whole ol such sur-

plus value. He realises that a portion of it is due

to the efforts and inventions oi past generations,

and is, therefore, a common heritage. But what

must not be overlooked is the facl thai the actual

oi production is comprised in the cost <>t the

I matt-rial and human energ) used in such
production. Who creates the surplus value? Not

the dead material, because whatever might be the

quantity available it left to itself il would depre-

ciate rather than appreciate in value. Thus its

mere possession by the owners would not secure

to them the surplus value which, as shown above,
ihey now enjoy. Nor would the machinery, how-
ever wonderful, do anything towards creating that

surplus value. For machinery, as Othei dead
material, would, if left to itself, deteriorate rather

than appreciate in value.

I is the application of human energy, that is

the labour power, to the dead material which»o
verts it nething else and plus
value above referred to; and thos in

indi -lore, with ever) reason, claim
that they are responsible for the creation of such
surplus vali



What becomes of this surplus value? After

deducting therefrom what the employer requires in

the way of the necessaries and luxuries of life, the

balance is used in divers ways for creating further

surplus value. Some of it is used for the erection

of more plant and machinery. For example, the

total value of land, buildings, machinery, plant

and tools in connection with all the industrial

establishments in the Union for 1915-16 was

£"27,552,000. The surplus value for that year was

£'7,960,000. For the year 1916-17 the total value

of land, buildings, machinery, plant and tools in

the manufacturing industries of the Union came to

,£31,802,000, that is an increase over the year

1915-16 of ,£4,250,000, which sum was provided

out of the surplus value of £"7,960,000.

In this increased value of land, buildings,

machinery, plant and tools would be included

amounts actually expended by the recipients of the

£"7,960,000 as well as amounts lent by the

recipients of the ,£7,960,000 to other manufactur-
ers, and for which they would receive interest and
rent. The balance of the surplus value might be
invested in land and buildings, from which rent

would be obtained; in loans to others, from which
interest would be obtained; or in oversea invest-

ments, on which profit might be earned.

If we take 1918-19, the surplus value created
was ,£14,633,000. The total value of land, build-

ings, machinery, plant and tools for that year
-mounted to £"37,176,000, an increase over 1916-17
of £o-374.ooo, which sum was provided for out of

the surplus value of £"14,633,000.

As already mentioned, the surplus value for

the year 1919-20 came to £"17,448,000. From these
figures, as well as from the figures given over the
period of years by Mr. Cousins, it is clear that as
portion of that surplus value is from year to year
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added to capital so ill*- surplus vali d keeps

on increasing.

'I'h lusions appl) t«> mdus-
tryasawhole. 1 en maj be industrial employ

who, instead of having a surplus value, show a

loss, rhe reason for that is to be found in the

facl that as 1 1 1
• commodity s are produced I

markets have i" be found, for which the various

employers keenly compete. The wealth} emplo
produces on a la

g
lie, and. bein

inised, is able, h\ the use of more machinery

and more effective plant, to produce at a lower cosl

and to undersell the smaller and poorer employer,
who produces less and at a greater cost.

The smaller employers are thus toned to < lose

down, and tho.se engaged in their industries and
frequent!) these small employers themselves
to swell the ranks ol the unemployed.

I he tendency in South Africa, as elsewhere,
is for industry to concentrate in the hand; of n lew

people and of trusts who can work more efficiently

wuli more up-to-date plant, and therefore more
cheaply. Here, as elsewhere, we find big indus-
trialists more and more inter-connected with high
finance as represented l>\ the hanks, h is already
quite a common oct urrence in South Vfrica tor the
same person to he ai die head of a big banking
institution as well as of fifuge industrial and mining
companies, such an individual sometimes being
withdrawn from high Governmeirl service to the
service of high finance and big industry. The
power ot the hanks can thus also he utilised,
through judicious wihdrawals ot facilities from
small concerns, to force them oul <^\ the marker
and thus intensify die tenden< \ of industn concen
trating in the hands of a lew .

Ihu whilst die competition of mam small
employers is thus being eliminated, production
and surplus value in the ,:,• continue



increase. In fact, the more and the quicker this

process takes place, the greater is the surplus value

created.
III.—

UNDER-CONSUMPTION AND ITS EFFECT.

What is the inevitable result? From the

figures above quoted in connection with mining
and industrial concerns, it is clear that those

engaged in these industries cannot buy back to

any great extent the articles produced by them. It

is true that there are a large number of consumers
who are distributors and not producers at all, but

that fact does not improve the position. Those
engaged in distribution, like the manufacturers, do
not undertake the work as a hobby or for philan-

thropic reasons.

Having secured the commodity from the

manufacturer at a certain price, in costing it they

have to add a sufficient sum to enable them to

obtain a return of interest on the capital employed,
rent on the buildings and land required for ware-
houses, etc., and profit for themselves.

In addition, allowance must be made in the

selling price for the wages and salaries of those
engaged in distribution. In that number is to be
included those directly employed as salesmen,
commercial travellers and office staff, as well as
the small storekeeper, who, although ostensibly
his own master, is in effect only an employee of

!he big merchant for distributing purposes, and is

seldom allowed to earn more than if he were em-
ployed as a departmental manager in one of the
big wholesale houses. And in addition we have
the cost of advertising these commodities in order
to secure customers.

The total added cost is divided between those
directly and indirectly engaged in distribution and
the wholesale merchant, who owns and controls
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these distribul cies, and wTio secures the

major portion of the amounl so distributed by wa>

ent, interest and profit

.

[n this process <»t distribution again the small

storekeeper, and often the small merchant, finds

himself crushed out by lus more powerful com-
petitor, and h»' ami his staff go to swell the ever-

increasing army of unemployed.

In addition, it must be obvious from the

analysis which I have essayed that those actually

engaged in the production and distribution of these

« on i moil i tics, who constitute the hulk of the people,

cannot possibly buy hack out of their wages and
salaries the total of the articles produced at the

pri< <• at w huh it is sold.

From time to time a state of affairs is thus

created b) which the employers find themselves
with stocks which they cannot profitabl) dispose

and they must temporarily stop producing.
This inter-acts from one industry to another, and
this affects 'he distributing agencies who find

themselves over-stocked, and so both in the manu-
facturing and tin- distributing branch there is

either a cessation or a considerable reduction in

their activities, resulting in unemployment for

numbers of pe< .pie.

\s alread) shown, therefore, unemployment
is not due to the fad diat people do not require
the articles produced, but that they cmnot buy
them ai a profit to the employer and distributor.

This state of affairs occurs from time to time
and is known risis or cyclical period
depression. By way >^\ illustration we might '

to the (risjs; of 1907.

According to the figures quoted by Bucharin
and Preobraschensk) in the " \. 1;. C. ol Com-
munism," in the united States the number of



unemployed who were members of trade unions-

increased in the following manner :

—

" In June, 1907, 8.1 per cent.; in October, 18.5.

per cent.; in November, 22 per cent.; in Decem-
ber, 32.7 per cent, (in the building industry the

increase was 42 per cent., in the confectionery

trade 43.6 per cent., and in the tobacco trade it

was actually 55 per cent.)."

In England it increased from 4 per cent,

during the summer of 1907 to 6.1 per cent.

in December, 1907, and 8.2 per cent, in

June, 1908. In Germany the number of unem-
ployed at the beginning of January, 1908, was
twice as great as that in the preceding year. In
South Africa, although no official statistics are
available, it is well known that in 1907 there was
a very considerable wave of unemployment.

The other day in Johannesburg a spectacle

presented itself of hundreds of unemployed surg-
ing round the doors of the Johannesburg Munici-
pal Offices, fighting for four jobs that were going.
Similar instances are taking place in other parts of
the world, and have been of frequent occurrence
in pre-war days. In the Germiston Municipality
the other day 132 applications were received for
the job of one fitter mechanic which was vacant.

In the " War of the Classes," by Jack Lon-
don, he quotes from the " New York Sun " of

28th February, 1901, an incident where the Ameri-
can Tobacco Company, in opening a factory for

the manufacture of cheroots, advertised for girls.

The crowd of men and boys who wanted work was
so great in front of the building that the. police
with clubs were forced to clear them away. The
wage paid to the girls was 2 dollars 50 cents per
week, 60 cents of which went in car fare.
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In the " San Fram
November, i<j 14, th 1 ounl ol tin

a fire-hose 10 dri o men w ho wanted w

inloadin -I in harbour.

es
I
nk I .. mi the men lo e two

>j three houi s' job thai the) m
and nail to be 'I i\ en >i

rhese are onl) a fe\N illustrations ol what is

ommon inder 'tit- pn
and Mr. Leiter, an American millionai

in an interview printed in the " Chicago Record'
D " \\ hen I go into

a markel to pu labour I propose to retain

just as much freedom as does a purchaser in an\

kind of market. There is no difficulty v

in obtaining labour, for the countn is full of

unemployment "

In fact, a surplus army ma\ be said 1 » » be an

essential factor of the present economic -

e greater the army of unemployed, the keener
ihe competition for jobs, and the lower the p
the wages and the conditions under which men,
women and children will b<

employment.

Il must thus be

unemployment is inherent in our present economic
tern, ami wherever this system obtains un<

ploymenl to a greater or lesser extern must be the

result, and on.- cannot do better than concli

analysis with a quotation from Pi ;ou,

famous exponeni of orthodox economics, Pro-
Political Econom) in the Cambri

University, who in his work on unemployment
:

S r as the inadequate statistical materi
our disposal goes, there is no reason to sup]

that the richer countries of the modern world d<



in fact suffer less from unemployment than the

poorer countries. Nor is there any reason to sup-
pose, in the case of the United Kingdom, that the

enormous increase of wealth which has taken place

during the last half-century has been accompanied
by any appreciable diminution in the average
percentage of unemployment."

This brings us to the consideration of what is

the remedy for such unemployment.
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< HAPTER \ HI.

POPULAR REMEDI1 S

I.—GREATER PRODUCTION.

"Greater production" is everywhere advo-

sd as a panacea t « >r unemployment. Facts shov
the fallacy underlying the proposal. As a result

of the introduction ot machinery, production has

increased enormously in every direction. Statistics

on the subject arc scattered broadcast throughout
vast masses of literature.

Mr. George Daggar's book on increased pro-

duction is a mine of valuable information. He
quotes numerous authorities to sh<>\\ to whai extent

wealth production has increased.

Prince Kropotkin states in his "Conquest of

Bread "
:
—

"On the virgin soil ol American Prairies one
hundred men with the help ol powerful mad
produce in u few months the bread required bj I

• l men during ;i year. The wondera
tained in industry are -till hut.- astonishing; with
these intelligent beings, the modern machines, the

oomplishments ol three or four generations, one
hundred men produce the clothing which ten thou-
sand men require during two years. In well
organised coal mines UK) men extract yearly an-

upply warmth for ten thousand families in i

climates."

\< cording to statistics, the continuous in<

in the production of wealth was such that the

national wealth of Great Britain, which had

mendously increased during the last century, had

reached in 1907 the sum of £1,112,000,000. In



1912 it had reached £"2,190,000,000, and in 1914 ii

had reached ,£13,000,000,000, or, according to Sir

George Paish, one of the leading statisticians of

England, probably ,£16,000,000,000 rather than

£'14,000,000,000, and the increase is still continu-

ing.

The Census Bureau at Washington discloses

a similar state of affairs. According to its figures

the total wealth of the United States in 1850 was
7,000,000,000 dollars. In 1904 it had increased to

107,000.000,000 dollars.

And what do we find the position to be in

South Africa ?

The figures in respect of agricultural products
for the Union reflect the following facts :

—
Cheese produced



depleted in thousands, who were beinij

driven <>ti the land into tin- towns to swell the ranks
<>i the unemployed.

I have already mentioned the fact that the

value <>t the output in oui industrial establishments
had increased hum ,£40,435,000 in 1915-16 to

^92,914,000 in 1919

In the lighl of these facts il is cleai that un-

employment is not due t<> lack ol production.

II. I.( )\(.i:i< IH )l RS.

Vnother proposal thai is being made is that

the workers
1

hours of labour should l>»- increased.

Phis proposal is again open i»» ample refutation.

I In- continuous increase in production has not

solved the unemployment problem, and a further

increase in the hours of labour can only result in

greater production and the creation of an increased

surplus value, which the workers cannot hn\ hack.
with the consequent increased glut in the market,
and accentuated unemployment.

In any case it is reasonable to enquire whether
there are not enough people t<> produce the wealth,
and whether it is found necessar) to increase the

hours <»t labour, despite the continued increase in

the efficiency «>i machinery and in production
generally.

Let us enquire how man) people are actually

engaged in wealth production.

Sir Leo Chiozze Money, one <>t the mosl
noteH statisticians in England, dealing with ih<-

position of the United Kingdom, wrote on the

28th March. K)i J :
—

"The Census <•! production showed that in

thei • • 1
1
\" 4\ million ma and

upwards in <>ur mines, mills, .1 work-
sho] million women, boys :nul eirl*
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This small proportion of our population did all the
coal mining, quarrying and manufacturing of every
sort and kind for both home and export. So far as
the rest of the population were working, they were
engaged in transporting or distributing or wholesale
dealing, or retail dealing, or in some ' profession.'
Need we wonder if, in such circumstances, the mag-
nificent inventions of all the clever men who have
ever lived, British or foreign-, failed to eradicate
poverty? The few producers had to supply a host of
non-producers."

This state of affairs is existent not only in old

countries, but also in the United States, and if we
look to the Union of South Africa we find a simi-
lar state of affairs.

According to the agricultural statistics for

191 7-18 there were 54,621 Europeans employed,
of whom 12,865 were females.

In the industries, including electric lighting

and power stations, and gas works and vehicle

workshops, there were 49,918 Europeans em-
ployed, of whom 6,235 were females and 2,916
were under the age of 18, and in these 2,916 were
included 831 girls under the age of 18.

In the whole mining industry tor the Union
of South Africa there were, for the year 1918,

32,820 European employees, of whom 23,397 were
employed in the gold mines. In the railway work-
shops for the Union there were, for the year 1917-
t8, 12,220 employed.

I have not the figures before me to show
whether the railway figures were of Europeans
only, or comprised Europeans, Coloured and
Natives; but even assuming that these were
Europeans only, it means that the total number
of Europeans in production of every kind in SoutTi

Africa came to 149,579. Erom this number falls

to be deducted 11,827 from those engaged in fac-

tories. This number comprises 4,466 working



prietors and ;.^>i managers, accountants and
salaried staff. Again we find that in tin- gold

mining industr) ol the Witwatersrand, «>! the

\2 Europeans employed in the year 1918, the

stafll offi< ials comprised 2,376.
If we take a similai percentage foi the remain-

ing ro,i88 European employees rn the rest of the

mining industry, we will find thai approximately
more than one thousand of these are nil the st.

and on the same basis we ma) take it that at It

1,300 of those employed in the railway workshi

are on the staff.

Thus assuming thai ever} one of the M-i'-i

European employees on farms art- actually en-

,'-d in production it still leaves 16.40.; to be

deducted from the total number of Europeans
employed in productive work, leaving a balance of

133,208 Europeans actually employed in produc-
tive work, out of a white population of [,421,781,

ording to the 1918 Census.
It will thus be seen that less than one in every

ten of our Huropean population is engaged in pro-

ductive work, the balance being idle or engaged
in transporting or distributing or in some pn
sion. livery producer has to support more than
nine non-producers.

In tin- lighl of this facl can il be reasonably

suggested thai those who are engaged in produc
live work should have their hours of labour in-

( reased. Surelj the producer would be perfectl)

sonable in replying, "I am alread) producing
•Ith not only to supply myself, but more than

nine non-producers, and I am therefore doing
re than my share for the community."

III. REDUCTION 1\' VVAG1

Another proposal which is being canvas
with great enthusiasm is that v hould be



duced and that the workers' standard of living

should be lowered.

This remedy would only accentuate the evil.

If wages were lowered it would simply mean
that the workers' purchasing power would be re-

duced, the surplus value would be increased, the

difficulty to dispose of the commodities produced

would become greater, and unemployment would
become more acute. In any event, such a sugges-

tion can only be based on ignorance, or, what is

worse, a knowing intention to accentuate the

already grave injustice in our system.

IV.—AVERAGE EFFECTIVE WAGE.
We have already given the figures showing the

increased wealth production in the Union of South
Africa. In marked contrast is the average weekly
effective wage for the years 1910-20. The average
effective wage for European adult male workers
for all classes of occupation was 96s. 6d. per week
in 1 910 and 96s. per week in 1920.

These figures are based on the statistics for

the Cape Peninsula, Port Elizabeth, East Lon-
don, Kimberley, Pietermaritzburg, Durban, Pre-

toria, YVitwatersrand and Bloemfontein, for all

classes of occupation.

To those who look upon the Witwatersrand
as a paradise of the white worker, it will come
rather as a surprise to find that the average effec-

tive weekly wage has fallen from 102s. in 1910 to

99s*. 2d. in 1920. Reductions in wages which have
taken place in 1921, have still further reduced the
effective weekly wage of European adult male
workers.

V.—AVERAGE OUTPUT.
Another indication of the injustice of the pro-

posal to reduce wages, is shown by the fact that
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whilst the value ol output per head oi white em-

ployees in our industi iblishments lias in

ised from £1,023 '" 1915-16 to £1,487 in

1919-20, namely, l>\ £464 per head, the

jje paid to white employees has onl) increased

from £187 in [915-16 to /.'-:44 in 1919-2 ( 57,

so that <>t ever) £464 increase in the value <>f out-

put per head of white empl< 1 >; has gone to

ih»- white employees and £407 to the employer;

and it we take the coloured employees into con

sideration, as justice demands, we find the position

to be thai the value of output per head of all em-
ployees has increased from £400 in 1915-16 to

19 in [919-20, whilst the wages to all employees

have increased from £91 per head in 1915-16 to

£112 in [919-20, so that of ever) £129 increased

value of output per head of all employees, only

jone to the employees and £128 lias

-onr to the employers.

These differences, unjust as thej are to the

employees, are accentuated when we take into con-

sideration the fact thai in this effective weekly

wage paid, as well as in calculating the avei

.,- paid to white employees in the industrial

1 itablishments in the Union as above quoted, is

included the amounts paid to the 11,827 working
proprietors, managers, accountants, and salaried

Staff, and that the value of output per head
while employees is based on the assumption thai

the 11,827 working proprietors, managers,
ountants and salaried staff arc also actually en-

gaged in productive work.

VI. PR< > I I v I ION ()K FREE TR VDE ,

rut > ric 1 ion.

Although tire competition holds sway in in

dustry with the result that tin- powerful and



wealthy are able to beat, and ultimately eliminate,

the competition of the smaller and weaker em-
ployer, reducing our whole system to something
of a jungle ; nevertheless, the very people to whom
" free competition " has almost become a shibbo-

leth, urge that they should be protected against

the competition of foreign competitors.

The object of such protection would be to pre-

vent, by the imposition of a sufficiently high
tariff, the importation of foreign manufactured
commodities, and enable the local manufacturer to

demand such a price for his product as will enable
him to sell it at a profit.

This must inevitably increase the price of

the commodities and the general cost of living, as

not only does it increase the price of the com-
modity produced, by the protected industry, but
it also increases the price of commodities produced
by such non-protected industries as require the

product of the protected industry as material for

their own industry.

Its effect on the unprotected industry is to

gradually squeeze it out of existence by the compe-
tition of the imported article, and thus add to the

extent of unemployment.

It is urged that local competition would ob-
viate these results, but, as we have already seen,

under any competition at present, the powerful
vanquishes the weak, with the result that those
protected industries are bound to concentrate in

the hands of the few, who could then by arrange-
ment—as is the case elsewhere—fix and secure
such prices as they may agree upon.

Another effect which cannot be lightly over-
looked is that the policy of protection results in

retaliation against the country by which the tariff



is imposed, rhus such excess «»t raw products as

we may ha\<- is either prohibited from being im

ported into other countries, <»r is met with such a

protective tarifl as renders it almost impossible t<>r

n to find a market outside ol its own coun-

try. What is more dir highly organised big

scale industries in the mon developed countries

can, by a process of dumping, keep on undersell-

ing the local manufacturer until the protective

tani! is increased to such an extent as i<> make
the price and purchase of the commodity almost

prohibitive, and thereb) agan reduce the consum
in s_r power of the community.

VII. FREE IKADI..

It, on lb*- other hand, complete tree trade is

permitted, the result is again that the weak com-
petitor becomes the victim «»t the powerful one.

and industries carried on on a big scale in Europe
or in America, can produce their goods cheaper,

ami in any case, having a large home market, cm
dump the balance of their goods into a market to

be captured at such a low p < ill enable them
to undercut the local manufacturer, and drive him
out of the market

.

It may be that in this p commodities
will become cheaper, but it must in the first in-

stance accentuate unemployment, and in the con-

stant struggle against sw< h competition the attempt
to cut down the cost of production must result in

considerably reducing and thereb} again

making it impossible for those engaged in indus
trv to buy back the commodities produced, and

tin resulting in a glut in the market and intensi-

fied unemployment.
It is unimportant, from the point of viev

securing an alteration in the present economic

7-



system, whether the policy of this country is pro-

tectionist or free trade, as under the one producers
are likely to be exploited by high prices, and under
the other by low wages. So that in the applica-

tion of either principle no remedy can be found
for unemployment.
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( HAPTEK IX.

REMEDIES.

I.—INCREASE] I ( ONSl Ml' 1 ION.

From all the facts adduced, one is forced to

tin- conclusion that what is required is an incre

in the consuming power—that is the abilit) n>

purchase—of the people. Under the present in-

equitable distribution of the wealth produced, the

\,is( majority are unable to buy what the) require,

and the wealthy minority is unable to consume
what it can buy. As the minority which receives

interest, rent and profit, must find an outlet for

what it cannot consume, and as that outlet is

limited by the consuming capacity of the rest of

the population, and as the incentive to make use

of the surplus is the creation of additional surplus

value, it follows, that whilst labour is idle SO

land and capital become i < 1 1
«

-

.

Production should be based not on the chaotic

method which disregards the needs of, or the con-

suming ability of the consumers, but on a scien-

tific method, based on the ascertained needs of the

community. Just as estimates are drawn up by
the Governments of their expenditure and re-

venue, so ii should be possible to have comp
surveys of the natural resources and capital in the

shape of material and machinery, as well as of the

human energy, available in the country, and of

the needs of the people; and based on thai infor-

mation, an estimate of what human energy •

be applied to the available dead material, in order

to produce the needs of the peoj



The spectacle of the idle rich at one end of the

scale, and of numberless idle poor at the other end
ot the scale, would be obviated. The wealth of

the country would be regarded as a social heritage,

from which all would be entitled to receive a divi-

dend, and every one capable of doing service to

the community, would be called upon to render

such service as is necessary, our whole basis of

society being transformed from one of profit to

one of service.

This would secure greater efficiency. Those
engaged in industry, knowing that they are not

creating wealth for a few profit makers, would have
a greater incentive to do their best, than is pos-

sible under a system based on the idea of profit,

which involves selling in the dearest and buying
in the cheapest markets; and which must natur-

ally apply to the worker as to the financier, the

manufacturer, or the merchant ; the worker, like

other classes, being perfectly justified in his en-

deavours to give as lttle of his work as possible,

and to secure therefor as much remuneration as

possible.

Again, as the development in the efficiency oi

machinery results in a greater production, the ad-

ditional wealth created would accrue to the com-
munity as a whoL- and not to the owner;

of machinery, etc. As the chaotice system of dis-

tribution in which thousands of distributing cen

tres are utilised to distribute commodities, where
a few could do the same work, is replaced by a

more scientific system, large numbers at present

employed in unnecessary distributive work would
be withdrawn from that, and would be diverted to

productive work, thereby again increasing the

total wealth production.
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That section of the public which to-day lives

on rent, interest and profit, would also I"- diverted

il work and help in the production of the

wraith needed bj the community.

These factors would result in eliminating un-

employment, improving the standard of life, in re-

ducing the hours nt labour, and in securi

t(» those engaged in industry, more leisure for

education and culture, thus generally improving
the condition of the people.

11, ME 1 HODS.

I*o effecl a complete change, il is necessar)

to abolish private ownership of the means ot pro

duction and substitute therefor co-operative owner-

ship in the means of production, s<> that the sur-

plus value creased shall accrue to the community
as a whole, instead of to the private owners by

way of interest, rent and profit.

Proposals made to abolish unemployment to

he value, must not onh provide some
immediate alleviation of the evil, hut must also

have the effect of cutting awa) some of the roots

ot the present system, and of planting new r<

upon which the foundation of a new social order

may he huilt.

HI.—TAXATION.

One ot the methods must he 1>\ means of I

lion. Tins would secure a more equitable distri-

bution ot wealth, ami an increase in the consum-

ing power of the people. It is true that all '

tiou is derived from the total wealth produ<

hut as that wealth is divided up between the wage
and salarial on the one hand, and the

owners on the other, it follows that the les< the

=1



taxation on the wage earners and salarist, and the

greater the taxation on the wealth owners, the

more will be left to the former to consume, and
the less to the latter to waste, exploit, or withhold

from use.

Such taxation would also enable the State to

develop its public works, its roads, its railways,

and other national essentials to the fullest extent

possible, and would not only facilitate the produc-
tion of wealth, but would also alleviate unemploy-
ment, and increase the consuming power of the

vast majority of the people.

To that end three taxes are essential, namely :

(a) A tax upon the unimproved site value of land.

(b) An income tax exempting incomes up to,

say, £750 per annum, and graduated so that at a
certain stage the tax would amount to 20s. in the £.

(c) A graduated death duties tax, whereby also

beyond a certain amount, the extent of the tax
would reach 20s. in the £.

IV.—REDUCED HOURS OF LABOUR.

Another means of more equitably distribut-

ing the wealth of the community and increasing

the consuming power of the people, is to be found
in reducing the hours of labour, so as to divide

the work to be done between more members of

the community than is the case at present, as

shown by the figures quoted in the previous

chapter.

V.—MINIMUM WAGE.

A third measure would be to raise the

present standard of living by increasing the rates

of pay, so that to those who are dependent on

wages and salaries for their living—the overwhelm-
ing majority of the people—a greater share of the

wealth created could be secured, thus increasing



their consuming power, and the market foi the

commodities produced in the country and, aftei

all, the iirbt consideration should be oui home
market and that would reduce the glut in the n

ket, Facilitate the development of industry, and
increase the avenues of employment.

It i.s true that the owners ol industry would
seek t" recoup themselves for the restriction "t

their profits due i<> .shorter hours and high wag
h\ increasing the price of the commodities. Such
action would destroy the whole effect of these two
measures, as it would result in the nominally high

wages being effectively no better than they are at

present, thus continuing the creation of wealth

which those engaged in industry, either pro-

ductivel) or distributively, could not buy back.

To obviate this, it would be necessary on the

one hand to arrange for the limitation of prices of

commodities produced, and on the other hand,

in order to present the destruction of such home
industries by competition from countries where
such provisions do not apply, it would be ne»

sary, as a temporary measure, to impose a tariff

conditioned upon wages and conditions of labour

secured to the employees, and the price fixed foi

the consumers.

It is true that as this process "t taxation,

minimum wage, and restricted hours of labour,
have the effect of eating more and more into the

income of the owning class, consisting of rent, n

teres! and profit, there will be a tendency on theii

part to strike by means of withdrawing their re

soun es from use.

To remedy thai evil, as well as for purpose
dually building up the new social order, three

measures are necessnrv.



VI.—STATE ENTERPRISE.

Firstly, the State should, to an ever increas-

ing extent, undertake the provision of such ser-

vices as transportation, including State shipping,

State farming, ranching and afforestation, State

supply and control of credit by means of State

Banking, State supply of power by means of a

national power scheme, and State supply of the

essential needs of the people, thus more and more
breaking down a system of production for private

profit and substituting for it a system of national

production for national use.

Secondly, where private enterprise in the

supply of essential needs becomes monopolistic,

or fails to supply the needs of the people—as is

the case with housing—the State should step in

and undertake the supply of such needs.

Thirdly, where resources withheld from use are

such as are important for the development of in-

dustry, and the requirements of the people, such
as land, mineral wealth and machinery, provision

should be made whereby the State could call upon
these owners to either utilise these resources, or

hand them over to the State to be worked by the

State for the Community.

XIV.—IDLE ASSETS.

*Legislation should be enacted which shall

prohibit the withholding of all wealth from use

without just and sufficient cause, subject to penal-

ties, as to expropriation or by forfeiture to the

Government of such wealth.

The recommendation of the Mining Ihdustry

Commission, 1907-8, contained in paragraphs 935,

936 and 937 of the report, if carried into effect,

would help to prevent the withholding of mining

P4



ground from use. These recommendations read

;in follows :
—

\\ have •
: i

i to what we
factory state of law in re-

gard to the termi ditiona upon which mining
md is dow held in the Transvaal We have

pointed out that the holder <>f mining ground has
.•in undue advantage, in being able, al littl

hold -Mih ground out <>f use indefinitely, ai I

keep n oul "f reach <>f tin- ii y demai
exorbitant terms; so retarding the development <>f

the country and consequent increase of prosperity

and population.

" We think that it should h.' mad. in> •utnhent 00
the holders <»f mining ground to work or abai

it. a reasonable time being allowed during which the

licence money or other periodical payments t<> the

Government in respect of the ground Bhould b<

steadily increased; and that working a claim or

other defined area should be defined to be the con-

tinuous employment thereon of u given numbi
white men.

" Bo soon as the mine rea< hed tin- producing
stage the number of white nun to !. employed on
the property should be increased by a given number

imp. Thi.- would (end to prevent amalgama-
tions, designed to defeat tin- object of the law by
using th.' number of whit.- nun necessarily empl
upon a working mine to represent, ami stand as the

equivalent for, the statutory number of white men
required for a large claim holding For example,
take a producing mine, with loo stamps, employing
say '2txt white men, having a claim area of saj

claims, and required by law to employ say .'to white
men. It is clear thai without pom- such provi

that indicated a further B50 claims could be
added to the original 150 clonus without requiring
the addition of a single man to the white labour
force already employee in working the Bmaller pro-
perty; and the added ground mighl be held idle fox

many years. None of these Bgurea arc to be taken
in any way sugestiv • of the figures to 1..

ribed by law—they are purely illusl

l he loll. t.. prohibit the closing down of mil
under certain eirciimstanc. - and 00 certain conditions,

duced hy Mr. Creswell on behalf of the 8.A Labour
. in the 1990 Session of the Union Parliament, li

attempt at such legislatioi M.)
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CHAPTER X.

THE GOLD INDUSTRY.

I.—NATIVE LABOUR.

Before proceeding to discuss State enterprise,

it is desirable to consider briefly the policy of the

Gold Industry, the principal industry in the

Union, under private enterprise.

The Witwatersrand Gold Mining industry

dues not rely on labour coming freely to its field,

attracted by the wages paid or the conditions of

labour which obtain in the industry. Perhaps,

more than any other industry, it is constantly seek-

ing for cheap and docile labour.

It relies mainly on native labour, which is ob-

tained by means of recruiting, and which is kept

in a state of docility by means of the Indenture
system and the provisions of the Native Labour
Regulations Act already referred to. Not con-
lent with the supply of natives in the Union, it is

continuously agitating for permission to import
contract labour from beyond the borders of the

Union. Its most notable effort was the importa-
tion of Chinese labour, which was discontinued
as a result of a determined agitation in Great
Britain and South Africa. It has found a fruitful

source of labour in Portugese East Africa. Under
the Mozambique Convention, the Portugese Gov-
ernment secured for Lourenco Marques a guaran-
teed proportion of the Transvaal coastal trade

—

arranged by means of artificial railway rates—to

the prejudice of the Union ports and - tore nrr-
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ticularly Durban. l
:
<>r the past three or foui y<

the Chamber of Mines has been agitating tor the

removal of the embarg nsl the importai

of tropical natives from North of latitude zadeg.
South.* To overcome the objections of th<- pro-

sal, it is contended by the Industry and its

friends that 1 1 1
«

- removal of the embargo would
only be for a temporary period. Anj proposal,

however temporary in its nature, which facilitates

the use of indentured labour must, in my opinion.

entuate the evil in so far as the white unskilled

worker is concerned.

Although it is contended that the recommen-
dation is only temporary in its character, and that

a limitation is imposed on the number of natives

to be recruited, it may be observed that temporal*}

isures have an unfortunate tendenc) to become
permanent, and that the limitation on the number
of natives to be recruited is only recommended
pending actual proof that the mortality rate is

satisfactorily low. (Vide low Grade Mines I

mission's Report, par. i
±~

.

)

The argumenl was also preferred by the Lou
tirade Mine-, Commission that it is illogical to

permit the recruiting of natives in Portuguese* ter-

ritory and their introduction into the Union the

Immigration Law notwithstanding—and to p
hibit the recruiting in, and the importation ^\

natives from adjacent territory.

That it is illogical may be admitted; but it

merely proves the dan indulging in tem-
porar) expedients contrary to general principles.

Vdopl another temporary expedient, and the in-

dustry will then be able to argue with equal f<

that, being short of native labour, it is illogical t"

permit importation of natives from north ot la

*In the Interest! luetry th< na <>f the
Union [immigration Law, whilst beii

-•
1 i ii..' .

i
J

.

|

ruited
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tude 22 deg. south, and to prevent such importa-

tion, say, from Central Africa; then from North

Africa; then from China; and so on, ad infinitum.

This in effect would seem to be the conclusion of

the Low Grade Mines Commission, which, in

paragraph 125 of its report states:—
Par. 125: " The economic aspect of the importa-

tion of foreign labour has a parallel in the borrow-
ing of money. It is all the better for a farmer if he
can provide his own capital, but he would be unwise
if, when he does not have it, he refuses to avail him-
self, within reason, of any facilities for borrowing
the capital required for the development of his pro-

perty. A State also is in a better position if it owns
all the capital it requires for the development of its

natural resources, but if it does not, it would be
foolish not to borrow that capital, provided that it

can be obtained at advantageous rates, rather than
let the resources lie idle. Similarly it would be
foolish for the State, when its labour resources are
inadequate for its needs, to refuse to avail itself of

labour outside its borders, when such labour can be
obtained on sufficiently good terms, and is otherwise
unobjectionable and when, by employing it, a re-

munerative return is secured."

One is, however, not only justified but
obliged, in considering this proposal, to look
ahead and to consider seriously where it will lead

one to and what its effect will be. This proposal
for expanding the supply of indentured native

labour would tend to entrench the industrial policy
which, as already quoted from the Low Grade
Alines Commission's Report, has placed this

country in the position of being constantly faced
with a shortage of native labour, and with a
plethora of poor whites, mostly Afrikanders. It

should also be borne in mind that even in the in-

terests of the coloured and native population of
the Union the proposal cannot be commended, in-

asmuch as it increases the competition for jobs by
placing in competition with those natives who have
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not yet advanced even to their -
i ivilisation,

and who are more docile, whose needs are fewer,

and who are probably, therefore, likely to be

cheaper and more acceptable to the employer.

1 he proposal has been made with the object

oi supplying the Low Grade Mines with more in

dentured labour, thereb) securing a reduction in

the working costs, temporarily saving such mines

from closing down and their EuroDean employees

from unemployment. This reason again is fraughi

with grave possibilities, inasmuch as the general

expansion oi other industries, the opening up oi

new gold-bearing areas on the Far East Kami,
and the growing exploitation of natives in other

parts of Africa l>\ European capitalists, tends

daily to restrict the supply of native labour, and

before long the mining industry will seek tor other

means of reducing working costs.

*In certain Low Grade Mines the European
workers have recently agreed to some measure ot

retrenchment in order that the sacrifice of some
may save others from unemployment. The pro-

posal under consideration ostensibly seeks to -

some European workers from unemployment l>\

a further importation into the Union of natives,

thereby increasing the already very heavy margin
of native over white people in the Union. As the

industry will find itself obliged to seek for further

means of reducing working costs, it will he equally

logical, as a means of saving a portion of the

European workers from unemployment, to sug
gest that others engaged in semi-skilled or even
skilled occupations should he replaced f>v natives
who, for the reasons already set forth, will he able
to perform such work for lower han the

w hite worker. +

•Tin- '.• ke.

'Tin- defeat "f the workers in th< recent strik<

--ilt.



Had the continuance, extension or reversal of

the present industrial policy been referred to the

Low Grade Mines Commission for report, they

might conceivably have come to a different con-

clusion. Such is the evidence given before the

Unemployment Commission by Sir Robert Kotze*,

the Chairman of the Low Grades Mines Commis-
sion, and in this regard attention should be direc-

ted to the evidence of Sir Robert Kotze and more
particularly to the following :

—
Q. 3144: " I want to have one point clear arising

out of the report of the Low Grade Mines Commis-
sion. I understand, Sir Bobert, when you started
o<ff this morning, you said the report was a com-
promise. In answer to Mr. Crawford you mentioned
that the recommendation about the tropical natives
was only conditional on the present policy con-
tinuing?—Yes."

Q. 5145: " Now, I take it that the Commission
did not enquire into the desirability of the present
policy continuing or of doing away with it.-—No,
they did not."

Q. 5146: "So that am I to understand by the
term ' compromise ' that probablv had that ques-
tion been considered, the report might not have been
unanimous? I do not wish to press you on the point
if you do not desire to answer?— If the present policy
of dual labour had been referred to this Commis-
sion—the Commission might conceivably have come
to a different conclusion."

Q. 5147: "I want to be clear as to what you
mean by ' compromise.' I want to be clear. I think
you mentioned the word ' Compromise ' at the be-
ginning. You said that any reports of Commissions
were compromises?—Well, a Commission's report i.^

a compromise in so far that it reflects the average
opinion of the Commissioners. It is impossible that
everyone can endorse every opinion expressed in a
Commission's report to its full extent. The in-

dividual opinion must defer to some extent. I was
going to say, on the question of policy, that is

to my mind the vital question of the whole lot, and
has a great deal to do with the question of un-
employment. We have the policy of dual labour,
and the reason why we have white unemployment is
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due labour.

whole thing tp with I no of th<

native question I I
upon the <i"'

in its widest ir at

the a h here are
hui I

'ii be on]
it. and we Bhall not !»• white in that time auy
naoi

>• attempt to facilitate the bu]

ply of cheap labour would l"- in the direction of

storing nj> the present Bystem. Thai is why
only made conditional on tin pr<

po] !
'

• iaely."

Not alone is the policy nol justified as a matter ol

policy, but it is not even supported b) actual

tacts.

The proposal is based on the <>M and oft-

repeated contention around which the pro and
anti-Chinese agitation centred, thai the greater the

supply of native (or for that matter Chini
labour, the greater tin- opportunities for tin- em
ployment of white men, and 1 find, alter a careful

examination, that the statistics on this subject are

of a very conflicting nature, and can support the

contention thai the less the native labour the more
employment tor white labour with even greatei

tori >.

I o support their contention, the representa

tives "t the Chamber of Mines submitted the fol-

lowing figures, published in the latest report <>t

the Government Mining Engineer:—
• f Europ<

STear.

1910
I'll i

1913

1914
I'M:,

I'M',

1017

1918

191fl

91
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But although at a glance these figures would
imply that the ratio of white labour has, if not

increased, been well maintained, the value of these

figures can only be ascertained from a comparison
for the respective periods, and the following table

of Europeans and natives employed given by the

Government Mining Engineer, viz. :
—



erroneous, and the figures which thai Commission
quoted in paragraph .^jj of i : 1 he

number of coloured men employed underground

on the producing mines on the Kami had increased

from 91,000 in the last quarter of i<M> to ioi,<

in September and October, 1007, whilst the num
ber ol whites had decreased from 7,343 to 7.-04-

and the monthl) returns from January, i«y<»;. to

January, 1908, of the whole laboui force <»n the

Witwatersrand gold mines, similarly refleci an in-

1 rease in the coloured labour a< 1 ompanied b) a d< -

crease in the white labour.

From all which figures it is reasonable to draw

the conclusion that a scarcity of native labour

might result in the employment of a larger number
of white men to do a given amount of work. I his

is also the conclusion arrived at by the Mining
Industry Commission, 1907, and it is a view which

is supported by the Lo* Grade Mines Commis-
sion which, in paragraph 13a of its report, states,

inter alia :
" A moderate shortage of native labour

is not detrimental to the industry. It stimula

the endeavour to economise in, and find substi-

stutes for, native labour, such as mechanical de

vices like machine drilling, which enable one

native to do the work of several when drilling b)

hand," and this also appears to be the viev of Sir

Evelyn Wallers who, in the course of his evidence
before the Selert Committee of the House of

Assembly on the Gold Mining Industry, appointed

in January, 1918, stated, inter alia :
" When laboui

is short we employ more machines in order to

break an equal quantity of rock." This is also

the view of Sir Robert Kotze, as indicated in the

following questions put to him:—
i—i ' I take it thnt if the shortage ol n it

continue*, naturally those In control ol the ind
would have to devise some more
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working?—If the natives get shorter, naturally, yes.

4883: " We would have to exercise our ingenuity
to secure greater efficiency?—Yes, it is not good for

the industry to have too many natives. It is good
to be short, as it makes the owners exercise their wits
to eke out the shortage."

II.—ALLOCATION OF NATIVES.
It may be that some of the Low Grade Mines,

although they may have made considerable profits

in the past, are not now financially in a position to

make up for the stringency in the supply of cheap
labour by a more extensive use of mechanical de-

vices ; but the industry, which is of national im-

portance, and which is frequently represented as a

national industry, should be dealt with as a whole.

Viewed in that light, the* following figures, pub-

lished in the report of the Department of Indus-
tries for the year ended 31st December, 1919, show
that the industry has been a very flourishing one
and a source of huge profits. The figures are as

follows :
—

Net capital invested in all the gold
mines in the Witwatersrand area ... £57,388,241

of which only ^38,077,844 represent capital for

property, equipment, shafts, mine development,
and other assets.

Net profits for the years 1912-19 £65,683,388

of which ^56,632,848 has been distributed in

dividends.

If, therefore, the industry were pooled, and
Sir Robert Kotze stated that such a course was
quite feasible, or if the industry were truly a

national one, then so long as it was deemed
useful and necessary to extract gold from
the bowels of the earth, the work would continue,

even if in doing so the profits made from the rich

mines might be absorbed in working the poor
mines. Where mines were on the verge of exhaus-
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tion <>r tli'- grade had become so poor as i«> rendei

us continued working an undue and undesirabh

burden on the revenue ol the State, the closing

down pro - would be more scientific, better

organised an<l carried «>ui in such a wa) a-> i<. pr<

\--ni undue dislocation, and permil ol arran

ments being made for the absorption of the men
thrown out ol work into more payable section;

the industry, or into other industries.

\ method ol temporarily alleviating the sh

of native labour in the low grade mints, with-

out expanding the suppl) ol imported indentured

natives in the L'nion, might be found by prevent-

npetition for tin- allotable natives be-

tween di<- rich and poor mines. lids could bi

effected by the Government, if need be, taking con
irol of the allotment of allotable natives and giving
preference in the allocation of such natives to the

low grade mines, leaving the rich mines to make
up any possible shortage by a more extensive us-

ol mechanical devices and by the employment oi

.\n increased number <>\ white men.

Mr. Barclay, the Manager of the Knight's
Deep, in his evidence before the Unemployment
mmission, showed from experience that the

allotable natives can be alloted by the Witwaters
rand Native Labour Association, or by the Native
Recruiting Corporation, as the case may be, with-

out difficulty. Sir Robert Kotze's evidence on
this point also indicated thai such a proposal could
be carried into effect, if the competition between
the rich and the poor mines could be eliminated.

According to Col. Pritchard, the Directoi

Value Labour for the l'nion. f<o per cent, ^i the

natives recruited b) the W.N.L.A., thai is from
Portuguese Easl Vfrica, are allotable, and the

natives recruited by the M.R.C. in the l'nion work



in the following manner, namely :
" When mines

arrive at a certain percentage of the complement,

they are closed and np more recruiting is allowed,

which means that the other mines are given an

opportunity to get labour which possibly mighi

want to go to closed mines—closed to recruiting.

In that way the equilibrium is preserved and the

less popular mines are given an opportunity of get-

ting labour," and in reply to the question :
" Sup-

posing pursuant to such an arrangement, provi-

sion were made by which the N.R.C. was told be-

fore you recruit natives for the rich mines, you
have to get a full complement for the low grade
mines—do you think that would be feasible—leav-

ing out the jealousies between mines to get

natives." Col. Pritchard said :
" Perfectly feasible.

It is the logical outcome of their present proce-

dure." Attention is also directed to the following
answers given by Col. Pritchard :

—
Q. 7997: " You do not think there would be any

bad effect on the number of natives recruited if

word were sent to the territories that they could not
be recruited for certain mines, or only recruited for

other mines?—No."

Q. 7978: " You have already said that there was
a complaint in the native territories that only cer-

tain mine's were being recruited for. Is not that
contradictory?—Not in the least. The natives have
their inclinations for a particular mine, but a native
does not come to work because he wants to go to
that particular mine, but he comes out through
economic pressure. If mine ' A ' is not open, and
' B ' is, he will go to mine ' B.'

Q. 7999: " Didn't you make the statement earlier

that there"" were complaints in certain territories

t hat they were only recruiting for certain mines?

—

Yes, there are complaints, but the closing of a mine
will not keep a native from going to work. He pre-

fers to work on the mine of his choice, but if it is

not open he will go to another."

"Evidence before the Unemployment Commission.
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Mr. I>. I hristopherson, the Manager of the

Consolidated Goldfields Group, Ltd., who ap-

ired before the Selecl Committee of the Houst
ol Vssembb on old Mining Industry, iqi.s. stated,

inter alia, that :

" In view o\ the majority of Low
Grade Mines being so dependent on the supply

native labour, much more so than is the case with
most of the rich mines on the East Rami, prefer-

ence should be given to the poorer mines in dis-

tribution "t native labour," and in reply to th»-

question :
" Is there a difficult} among the groups

in arranging the complements?" he replied, inter

alia: "Yes, because we are come to a definite

cleavage between the interests of the high grade
mines and the low grade mines."

The Selecl Committee in its report to the
House of Assembly, dated the 5th of April, 1918,
!-••. ommended, inter alia :

—
" That steps should be taken to control

the allocation of the available labour

force."*

It might be argued that this proposal deprives

the native of his freedom of choice, but having re

• I to the ta. 1 that freedom, as it is. onl) applies

to a portion of the re< ruited natives, and is large!)

dependent on their economic power to refuse work
pxcepl upon such conditions as may be satisfac-

tory, a power which is growing less daily, .and

which would diminish in proportion to the addi-

tional competition for jobs winch would be en-

ed by the introduction under indenture of even
civilised natives into the Union, the principle

of allocation which already applies would be a
• r menace to the very shadowy freedom of the

M - Commission in effect endorsed
thil I'rin. V

!

-
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native than the importation of other natives into the

Union.

In any case, to argue against this proposal by

pleading for freedom on behalf of natives who are

already subject to allocation ; who are recruited

;

who are under indenture, and who by law are

treated as criminals if they commit a breach of

their contract, is fallacious, if not specious.

A temporary means of assisting the Low
Grade Mines could be found in the allotment of

natives recruited for work on the Witwatersrand

Gold Mines being placed under the control of the

Government, and that in the allocation of such

natives the Low Grade Mines should receive pre-

ference.

III.—CLOSING DOWN OF MINES.

It seems to me also fair, and reasonable that

there should be some effective check against any
mines closing down without adequate notice to

and check by the State. Such period of notice

would, in any event, give the Government an
opportunity to take such steps as it deems neces-

cary and practicable for the absorption of the men
thrown out of work by the closing of any mine.

Recommendations were made by the Low Grade
Mines Commission in its interim report, and in its

final report.

Legislation should be enacted, without de-

lay, embodying the principle recommended by the

Low Grade Mines Commission ; and, in order to

make the check more effective, such legislation

should prohibit the closing down of any mines
without adequate notice and without just and suffi-

cient cause, and a breach of such provision should
entail penalties as to forfeiture of the mines to
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and expropriation oi the plain b) the Government.

>uch provisions should also, be applicable to min< -

which have ceased operations. Legislation might,

with the addition oi a clause providing to* its

application to mines which have ceased operations,

lake the form <>t the l>ill which was submitted t"

the Union House * » i Assembly during

Session, and which Bill received the unanimous
support of the Executive <'t" the South African

Mint- \\ orkers
1

I num.

IV. AMENDMEN I IN GOLD LAW .

Under the Gold Law referred to the owner
i.t the land, usually a farmer, was, <>n proclama-

tion deprived <>t all use of the surface area, re-

ceiving by \\a\ <p! compensation half of the licence

monies and the full use of a portion of the pro-

claimed area, known as the Mynpacht. The owner
also had the reversionary rights to the full use ol

tin- land upon deproclamation . As the contingency

of such deproclamation appeared to he ver} re

mote owing t<» the nature of the gold deposits m
tin- Transvaal, tie- reversionary freehold rights

were in the majority of instances disposed oi

mostly to the Mining Companies. Vasl

»und are, therefore, being kept out of use, which
if made available for use would afford consider-

able opportunities of employment. Legislation

should he enacted empowering the Government:

(a) T" ;i< >iuire, by expropriation, the reversion-
ary riL'h'.- in the surface ownership of all proclaimed
land, either for the Government or on behalf "f Un-
load authorities.

leproclaim ;ill mining ground which has
I n \M>rkf<|

(c) To r • m j
1 1 i r • tl vrnerc <>f proclaimed ground

lei itv.it'' nil land required for mining pu
1

1 •
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(d) To utilise the deproclainied ground and such
areas of the deproclainied ground as are not re-

quired for mining purposes:

—

(1) For small holdings and agricultural
settlements if suitable for such purposes, in the
opinion of the technical advisers of the Agricul-
tural and Lands Departments.

(2) For housing schemes for white people,
locations for natives, and other public purposes.

(3) For industrial and such other purposes
as the Government may determine.
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CHAPTER XI.

s| VTE EN 1 ERPRISE.

I.—ST \ 1 E MINING.

I In sn far as the mineral industries are

concerned, and more especially coal and gold, it is

imperative thai the hould begin lo develop

us industries on a national basis, and should

wherever it is interested in such mineral

subject to expert advice, embark upon s

mining.
I have already quoted figures showing the in-

il output for South Urica, as well

as the fact that the total coal industry only provides

employment for 1,597 people, wh jes and

salaries for the year [918 amounted to ^649,034,
whilst profit to the employers came ion

a paid up capital ol less than
{

,000.

II. PRESEN I W VSTE.

Th< its are made, d<

which privately owned collieries arc responsible,

tling evidence of such waste was given before

the Coal Industry Commission in England
r which Mr. Justice Sankey pr< sided. The

rier between different collieries prevents the mil

of millions of tons of otherwise available coal.

Only about one-third <>f the collieries use up-to-

date and efficient plant and machinery . according

the evid M r. Mottram, I nspector of M
tor the South Yorkshire District, and under the
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incentive for profit the lay out is such as to facili-

tate the working of rich veins, leaving inferior de-

posits unworked. Professor Watts, F.R.S., in his

Presidential address to the Geological Society of

London, in 191 2, is quoted by Sir Leo Chiozze

Money in his book, " The Triumph of Nationali-

zation," to have stated :
—

" The haste with which
coal was taken out in this country in the early

days of coal mining, the rush to get that which
was easiest and cheapest, the imperfection of the

early machinery and methods of coal-getting, all

have combined to render many of the older areas

practically inaccesible, although in many cases,

for the reasons just stated, very considerable

amounts of coal recoverable by modern methods
have been left in them." In the United States also

according to the United States Department of the

Interior, nearly 50 per cent, of the American coal

mined is wasted under the present form of man-
agement, and according to Sir Leo Chiozze Money,
it has been authoritatively stated .that since 1844,

7,541,000,000 tons of American coal have been
wasted.

In South Africa the coal industry is being car-

ried on by private enterprise with the same results.

According to the official Year Book of Mr. Cousins,
issued in 191 9, at that date coke was only made in

one Province, namely, Natal. The output in 1918
amounted to 31,739 tons, valued at ^"68,662, and
no by-products were .being obtained except at one
colliery in Natal, where the output of sulphate in

1918 was 2,503 tons, valued at ^,"86,299. From
these two figures, as well as from the fact that,

according to the Sankey Commission on coal min-
ing in England, the profits upon coke and by-

products alone, after allowing for excess profit

duty, amounted to ,£8,000,000, it will be seen to

what extent the coal industry in the Union is run
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wastefully. Vnot lit r instant e

n by Sir William Hoy, th<

of tlw Union Railways, in his report !<>r the y<

ended ,}ist March, 1920, in which he rel the

need Mr pooling and grading of coal. He shows
how the absence ol pooling increases the period "t

detention al |>« »rt of ships, and thai by interchai

in^,r shipments under the Public Welfare and Mo
torium Act, the ton trucks available at the

collieries, and the tonnage of coal dispatched i" i!m

port, was appreciably increased, whilst with the

lapse of enforced pooling delays again increas

In his report he writes: -" On 20th < )ctober, when
a very large number of vessels were in pert wj

ing coal, the coaling appliances were stopped for

12 hours, waiting coal from a particular colliery

for a steamer then in the berth, although 3,000 tons

of coal were actually available at the wharf. This

is an inexcusable state of affairs at a time of p
sure. Apart from the serious delay to steamers,

berthage was taken up unnecessarily, and the plant

allowed to stand idle when it could have been kepi

usefully employed "; and in connection with grad-

ing, he states, thai a considerable tonnage of in-

ferior qualities had been shipped during the period

under review, and he prot "These ship-

ments, if continued, are likely to be harmful to the

reputation of South African coal. Purchasers
entitled to know what they are ge ting. If thej de

liberately buy low coal thej know what to

expect, but several buyers have been supplied with
inferior qualities of coal, thinking that they wore

ting South African coal of fair average grade."
This is essentially an industry which should be run
b\ the State, which, if free from the profit-mal

mania, would be able io provide more emplo\ ment
for white people, and would secure the surplus



value, and the additional wealth secured, by the

avoidance of waste, for the community. This policy

would materially assist the development of industry

in the Union.

Gold.—Gold is another industry which should

be embarked upon by the State. This has been re-

commended and supported by sound argument,
and much valuable information in the Minority
Reports submitted by Mr. R. R. Miller, a member
of the State Mining Commission. The principle of

State Mining was accepted by the Legislature of

the Transvaal many years ago, and it is provided
for in the Transvaal Gold Law No. 35 of 1908.

Like the coal industry—but on a much greater

scale—it has proved a source of great wealth to

private enterprise. The net capital invested in all

the gold mines in the Witwatersrand Area for the

year ended 31st December, 1919, amounted to

,£57,388,241, and according to the summary con-
tained in the Annual Report of the Transvaal
Chamber of Mines for the year 1919, the dividends
actually distributed for the years 1887 to 1919
amounted to no less than ^137,010,866.

The wastage referred to in respect to coal

mining is equally applicable to the gold mining
industry. Such wastage is largely responsible for

the present parlous condition of some of the so-

called low grade mines.

Mr. F. Sartorious, a member of the Committee
of Enquiry into the causes which led to the closing

of the Simmer Deep, stated in his memorandum
that the following causes contributed to the closing
down of the mine, viz. :

—
(a) Wasteful expenditure on crushing plant re-

sulting in the swallowing up of £3,460 per month in
interest on debentures, etc.

(b) Want of foresight in the development policy,
so as to necessitate bad mining practice.
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Ug ainl

ancy aud Limi ke< ping.*
Abolitioi

turt- on plant for iuch pUT]
tioii plain with • hich

;n pi i

Vgain, a Committee of Enquiry into the p
turn of the E.R.P.M., reported that b) arranging
tor the working <>t the mine in conjunction with

adjoining properties, tin- position could be materi-

ally improved. Private ownership ha i a

property into a number of independent mil

although it would be mure advantageously worked

as »ne mine.

There is also ample evidence of waste in the

failure to unli.se the by-products from the gold
mines. The haggling tor native labour between
the rub and poor mines has already been dealt

with. The gold industry is constantly being re

ferred to as ''Our Industry,*' implying that it is

national. It' iba' were the case it would have been

developed in tbe interests of the whole community
and regardless of the profits of a host ol s

companies. \ reference ro the distribution of the

gold premium disposes of the claim thai the indus-

try is national. I'p to April, 1920, the total

amount of the premium on j_r«
>K1 was ./.'.s;

|

which £2 1 s.<k><> accrued t< 1 the l<

•

and ^358,000 to the rich mines which, without it.

were making huge his is analogous to

the case of ibe coal mines in England. At a certain

period during the war certain poor propositions

contended thai they could not continue to work
unless the price 1 were increased b\

P<-r ton. This was sanctioned by tl rnment,
with the result thai the rich collieries- which v

without the additional as. 6d. per ton, showing
substantial profits— pocketed an additional
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^25,000,000 per annum. Had the gold industry

been conducted by the Sfate or even pooled, lay out

would be better, plant more efficient, and wasteful

expenditure avoided. No one would for one

moment suggest the working of a mine at a loss,

but the State would arrange for the closing of non-

paying mines so as to create as little dislocation as

possible, and provide for the absorption of the dis-

placed workers on richer mines, or on new mines

or in other State industries.

III.—PUBLIC ENTERPRISE.

*The Johannesburg Municipality provides an

effective reply to the critics of State or Municipal

enterprise.

The estimated income of the municipal trad-

ing departments, for the year 1919-20, which have

been established at a cost of ,£2,963,000, was as

follows :
—

Gas £32,367
Electric 361,481

Tramways 493,101

Water 240,915

Market 37,250

Abattoir 37,168

Live Stock 12,700

Total £1,214,982

The value of the trading concerns to the town,

and the amount which they actually contributed,

becomes even more apparent when reference is

made to other charges borne by them.

To take as an instance the Electric Supply De-
partment and the Tramways Department, we find

*These figures were quoted by me on the 16th June,

1919, as Chairman of the Finance Committee, in intro-

ducing the Municipal Estimates for the year 1919-20.
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that tur the year 1903 to June, 1919, the Electric

ppl) Department has contributed in rates the

sum nt £151,213. During the same period il has
contributed « »n t of revenue for capital expenditure

1 sum ut' £141,758, and it lias contributed during
the same period in relief of rates a sum < 44.

The figures tor the Tramway Department are

no less startling I the period from i<>>4 t"

June, 19191 the Pramwaj Department has contri-

buted in ratt s the sum of £1 14. 1-7. and during the

same p«-rn ul h has contributed out of its revenue u>v

1 apual expenditure a sum of £3 2. 41 i6, and in relief

rates the sum of ,£522,445.

It should also be pointed out thai in the amount
appearing as rates the major portion really repre-

sents the servitude which the Department is being
charged for the right of carrying on its services for

ih»' public. For example, of the ,/. 27,447 contri-

buted by the Electric Supply I department under the

terra assessment rat* £8 18 actually represents the

rate on the Department's property; 'pre-

sents the amount paid by way of servitude. Simi-

larly, of the £18,728 paid l> v the Tramways De
partment as issessmeni rate, onl) £302 represents

the rate <m the Tramways property, and the bal-

ance of £18,424 is really the servitude which the

I department is charged.

IV. M". VI i: SHIPPING.

Apart from the proposals I have already ma
as n i< ulture and M ining, il is n© 1

that the present tax by way of shipping freights r>n

the export of cur products, and on import of the

raw materials and other commodities n< for

the development of industry in this country, should
be done away with by the establishment of



line of Shipping. Australia during the War se-

cured its own line of State Steamers. It has written

off the original cost out of profits, and handed over
a big balance to the Exchequer. The profits up to

June, 1919, came to ,£3,520,000, and in addition

£"2,783,000 profit accrued from working the ex-

German steamers.

In this connection again it is noteworthy that

the principle of State shipping has already been
tacitly accepted in South Africa. The Government
now owns three steamers, namely, the " Apolda,"
"Huntress," and "Seattle," and for the period
from 3rd July, 1919, to 31st March, 1920, after

covering all expenditure, including repairs and in-

surance, amounting to £"29,180 5s. 6d. and
£"25,182 17s. 5d. respectively, and after providing
£'18,750 for depreciation and ,£18,680 6s. 5d. for

interest on capital, these three steamers showed a
balance of nett profit amounting to £92,329 10s. id.

This, and the example of Australia, should be
sufficient evidence in favour of the proposal of State

shipping. Profits made by the shipping rings is

stupendous* and is, in effect, an indirect tax on
the communities served by the shipping companies,
levied in favour of these private concerns. It may
be mentioned that the shipping combine on which
South Africa is dependent is no exception to the
rule.

V.—NATIONAL POWER.

Another measure which would facilitate the
development of industry, and secure a greater
measure of control over it to the State, would be
1 he establishment of national power, and even in

countries where capitalism is most strongly en-

*Vide Sir Leo Chiozza Money in " The Triumph of

Nationalization/'
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trenched, efforts arc being made to secure thai the

generation and distribution of power should be

owned and controlled by the State.

Municipalities Mich as Johannesburg, Durban,

. could be utilised as generating and distribut-

ing centres, and private ownership and control ol

power could be gradually eliminated.

VI. STATE BANKING.

I have alread) referred to the power <>t' prh

banking institutions, and it is imperative that a

measure should be enacted to withdraw the power

of manipulating and supplying credit from the

hands of private banking institutions, and vest it

in the State, by means of State Bankinj

Our whole commercial system is based mainly

on credit. Every tanner, storekeeper and manul
turer knows that. I he object of credit is to facili-

tate the development of the country and the distri-

bution of the articles which the community re-

quires. \t present, the giving and withdrawing

Credil is in the hand of private hanks, which carry

out their functions for the purposes >^ profit. What
is the result ? The fanner, the manufacturer, the

storekeeper, are absolutely in the grip of these

banks. ( )n the one hand, they can granl facilities

without adequate security, and on the other hand
they can withdraw facilities, even if the person

quiring them has ample security. \s a result.

ide who may be perfectly solvent are, b\ the

sudden withdrawal of these facilities, forced 10

realise their assi loss, and find themselves in

the bankruptcy court.

Let the bank withdraw us facilities from the

manufacturer and he finds himself obliged to ;

the men hant. The merchant in his turn must p
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the storekeeper, who is forced to come down upon

the farmer, or his other customers, and so on. One
of the results has been that whilst for the whole of

1919 the total number of insolvencies for the Union
came to 443, for the first quarter of 192 1 the num-
ber of insolvencies came to 537.*

Small people are being driven out of business,

and large numbers of workers are thus thrown out

of employment, competition for jobs becomes more
keen and workers are forced to agcept lower wages,

which in its turn reacts on the farmer and the

manufacturer, inasmuch as the spending capacity

of the workers—their best customers—is restricted.

Such power should not remain in the hands of

private institutions, whose only concern is profit,

and not the welfare of the community, but should
be vested in the community, through the estab-

lishment of a State Bank, whose whole interest

would be not to make profit, but to supply the

necessary credit, so as to facilitate the development
of the country in an ordered, instead of rhe present
chaotic method.

It may be argued that the Government may
not have the money with which to do it. Have the

banks got any money ? According to the official

statistics at the 31st March, 1921, the total paid-up
capital of all the banks in the Union amounted to

;£5>543>ooo. They have notes in circulation

amounting to ,£9,262,000, and every note which a

member of the public accepts i-s so much credit

given by him to the banks. They hold deposits
from the Government and its Savings Bank amount-
ing" to ,£8,849,000, and deposits from private
people amounting to ,£90,717,000. What really

happens, therefore, when the bank discounts a bill

*The number of Bankruptcies for 1922 are even more
startling.
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for anyone or gives some. 'm- an overdraft? It is

doing it not from its own capital but upon credit

which it has obtained from the public

In Stair Banking also, a start has been made

by the Australian Commonwealth with a larg<

measure of success.

VII. PI BLIC SERVICES.

The Government and public bodies should

carr) out to the fullest extent programmes ol n»
sar\ public work. [*he restriction of these works

irgelj accentuating unemployment.
Railway extension will not only afford imme-

diate employment for large numbers of people, but

will facilitate the agricultural and industrial de

velopmenl of the country, and will save a great

deal of waste which at present got s on through the

inabilit) of producers to gei their produce to the

markets.

Thai railwa\ extension is needed in South

Africa requires no evidence. Sir William Hoy has

for s.nne time favoured a comprehensive pro

gramme of construction, and in his report for the

year ended 31st March, 1920, states:—
"Owing t" the shortage of permanent ma-

terials, the Government was not in a position to

embark upon a railwa) construction programm<
last year. It is hoped that the position m regard

to materials will soon be easier, and that during
the next session of Parliament the Government will

be in a position to bring forwa 1 nprehensiv<

programme oi construction for the opening up
parts of the country where development <>n a lai

stale is possible, but is bring retarded b\ the

ii' - of transport
."

In this connection also it is verj desirable that

more should be i\<>wr in the waj of improved road
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communication, and the establishment of motor

services as feeders of the railway, for such districts

as do not justify the contruction of new branch

railway lines.

This again would afford a means of imme-

diately alleviating the present state of unemploy-

ment as well as of facilitating the agricultural and

industrial development of the country.

It is a policy which has received the

imprimatur of the General Manager of Railways

in his report for the year ended 31st March, 1920,

in which he quoted with approval the report of a

committee which was appointed by the Imperial

Government in February, 1918, to consider and
report upon the rural areas in Scotland most in

need of transport facilities for the promotion of

agriculture, forestry, and other rural industries,

and the means of improving communication in

these areas, with special reference to new or im-

proved roads, light and narrow gauge railways,

and motor transport. Sir William Hoy states :
—

" Several of the conclusions and recommendations
of the committee applying as they do to isolated

and sparsely populated districts, are of special in-

terest to South Africa," and he quotes, with
approval, the following abstract from the Commit-
tee's report :

—
" We take the broad view that there

is a national duty to supply every community with
reasonably convenient means of communication.
The fact that people have settled in isolated dis-

tricts implies no fault on their part ; with limited
facilities they are endeavourng to utilise the re-

sources of land and sea, and in this way they are
giving effect to national policy, and are entitled to

claim the utmost assistance the State can afford.

In considering what assistance is possible, it would
be too narrow a view to look merely direct for a
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uniarv return <>n the capital expended. 1 he

indirect return is important the increased produc-

tion ami better diffusion of wealth, and more than

these, 1 1 1
«

- growth of intelligence, efficiency andci n-

tentment in the population. We press this view

the mo •
• ords w iili the national

aspiration that, whatever capacity exists, there

should aU.i he given opportunity for its fullest

development."

In connection with this extern railwa)

construction, the development of roads and motor

traffic, it should be remembered that every penny
expended l>\ the Administration for that purp
will have the effect of increasing the value of land

in the distrl nproved, and in order to secure

to the community, at any rat*-, portion of the value

so created, it is necessary to have a land tax, and
a provision whereb) th< G rnment, wherever it

builds a railway line or improves roads for the

iblishmenl of railway motor traffic, should by
way <>t' compensation t'«>r such expenditure receive

from the land owner in the immediate vicinit) of

such railway line or motor road, a certain area ot

land on either side which could be used for settle-

ment purposes, as well as for industrial sites for the

establishment of industri

\\ hen objections are raised to state enterpi

and particular^) to the present position of the South
Vfrican Railways, it \ emember
that on a total capital expenditure on the Union
Railway, up to 31SI March. 1920, of /
not only has interest been paid "ii that sum, which
includes profit paid to private companies for taking
Over different parts of the rail Stem, hut at

;ist March, I92O, it had a I). dance in the renewals
fund amounting - . ; -

. It had since I U
alone .spent s ',

million pounds OUt of revenue on

ll
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betterment, relaying, regrading and bridge

strengthening; it had contributed during the first

three years of Union ,£3,179,000 towards the con-

solidating revenue fund, and it had out of pre-

Union railway profits expended a sum of

,£13,138,263 for railway capital purposes, and is

permanently paying in respect of such use of its

own profits, interest to the treasury at the rate of

3J per cent, per annum, amounting to ,£459,839
per annum, all of which is in effect, a contribution

in relief of taxes.

It also renders services to other State Depart-

ments for which it does not receive the remunera-
tion which private companies would insist upon,
and in that connection Sir William Hoy, in his

report for the year ended 31st March, 1920, states :

" Taking a broad view of the position, the Admin-
istration loses considerably by existing arrange-
ments, the extent of the joss being estimated at

roughly ^£750,000 per annum—say ,£7,000,000
since the date of Union. This means :

—
(a) That the users of the railways are being

taxed for the benefit of the general tax payer in

contravention of the South Africa Act, and
(b) That the railways are made to show a sub-

stantial financial loss in working which in reality
would not exist if they were run on business prin-
ciples.

"In a country of long distances, with no in-

ternal waterways, rates must be kept as low as pos-

sible to avoid jeopardising industries, and to admit
of local products competing on oversea markets.
This has been the Administration's policy, but it

will be difficult to adhere to it under present-day
conditions, if the railways are required to continue
to carry burdens which legitimately belong to other
departments."
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CHAPTER XII.

CONCLUSION.

The change from the present system to the

shadowed cannol take place over night.*

History has shown that all revolutions are evolu-

tionary, and thai although at times conditions have

been created which resulted in violent chang

Mich violence is m>! necessary to the change, but

would only result from the refusal of those in

economic control to submit to the will <>t" the com-

munity, wli^sc function and duty it will be to carry

nut the changes, ami to take all the n

measures t" give effecl t<> them and i<> prevent,

ami, where prevention is m>t possible, t<> overcome

any efforts, violent or otherwise, open <>r subter-

ranean, in retard and thwart tin- transition ami
ultimate transformation foreshadowed.

In many directions, public bodies, through
failure ol pirate enterpri.se, have been forced t«'

embark upon enterprises in order t<> suppl) certain

of the essentials required by the community. In

the first instances, such enterprises are run ess

tialb on capitalistic lines for profit, and COmp
what is known as State capitalism.

'wnilst capitalism i> everywhere Bhoi
collapse, it. is making frantic efl 1< lay. if q<

break-up. To 1 1 n-n ipl< »\

until th< itlined In these pa+,r '

il.i in- tii.- a . oieism.
lash <>f hunger and th< rving
will goad them t<> desperation and r.wolt. if aoh

—whut •

of relief, maintl r, r ui>rk

remuneration.
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I.—CONTROL OF INDUSTRY.

To prevent the danger of State capitalism and
bureaucracy, it would be necessary in these as in

new State industries that those engaged therein

should have a share in its control and administra-

tion ; thus bureacracy would be obviated, and those

engaged in industry would more and more begin

to realise the change that is taking place, and to

feel that from wage slaves they are becoming
citizens whose duty it is to produce, administer,

and distribute wealth for the community.

With the increasing tendency to replace pri-

vate profit-making by national enterprises, the

function of the State will gradually be transformed
from one of Government of the people and protec-

tion of private property, to one of the administra-

tion of things in the interests of the whole com-
munity, and with such change, the system of repre-

sentation will probably be altered from a territorial

to a functional basis.

The speed with which such transformation will

take place will depend upon the will of the people,

and upon the speed with which capitalism will de-

velop to its fullest extent, for the present economic
system has in it, not only the germs of its own
destruction, but also the germs of the new social

order.

I commend the proposals outlined in these

pages in the honest conviction that the application

of them will not only alleviate unemployment, but

will result in the gradual destruction of the present

economic system and the establishment of a new
social order, thereby securing a complete remedy
for unemployment, not by chaotic methods, but by
a peaceful and ordered transition from an anti-

social to a social economic system.
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